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Above: Paul Sierra, Cuban-American b. 1944. Canto, 1991,
oil on canvas, 50 x 60 inches. Courtesy the Gwenda Jay
Gallery.
Cover: Paul Sierra, Family Portrait, 1991, oil on canvas, 60 x
90 inches. Courtesy Gwenda Jay Gallery.
Back Cover: Paul Sierra, Sisyphus, 1991, oil on canvas, 50 x
60 inches. Courtesy the Gwenda Jay Gallery.
These paintings are from a Paul Sierra Paintings exhibit this
spring at Valparaiso University. The exhibit is a component
ofVU's "Rediscovering America" Arts Festival Series.
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INLUCETUA
"Now the green blade rises .•. "
It's spring, and so we in Indiana had a snowstorm. It
seems to be yet another mark of our unwillingness to live
with reality that people here keep shaking their heads over
th~s s~orr~ as though it were an anamoly. "What!" people
said mdignantly. "Snow on the first day of spring?
Unthinkable!"
Well, it is thinkable, really. In fact, we probably have
snow on the first day of spring more often than not. If
you're paying attention, spring means mixed weather-a
lot of it cool and wet. We generally have a lot of rain in the
spring, and high winds, which knock dead branches out of
trees, freeing spaces for new leaves. March skies are
sunnier than February, but changeable. Last Saturday,
after we'd been up for awhile, the sun rose into clear air,
but by the time we came out of the grocery store, there
were dark grey heaps of cloud in the west. Those came
right on over, and by noon it was snowing. By four it was
snowing hard, and beginning to stick on bushes, a
mo~erate wind shoving it around into cracks and edges. It
outlined tree branches before dark. In the morning our
road had a covering about three inches deep of stuff that
looked and felt just like the ice for snowcones before the
lime syrup goes on. But it was sunny, and in the afternoon
the road was clear, and the clumps of green that promise to
be daffodils later were visible again. Today the sun is out,
and the _sk~ is. big, filled with clouds that move through and
around m It, mstead of the awful Indiana cloud that stands
in for our sky so many days of the year.
This is spring. The weather changes every few hours.
Warmth is something to savor and treasure. You can stand
in front of a window and feel the sun warm your hand.
Cats, and people like me, will follow a patch of it around
the living room floor. We hope that the sun will prevail
and the patches of cloud get smaller instead of bigger, or at
least that the sun will stay until we have to go and do
something else anyway. It's the changeableness that makes
it spring, really, the sense that the sun will go behind a
cloud any minute, the knowledge that the "force that
through the green fuse drives the flower" is tentative and
ever so resistable right now.
Some people, though, seem to live in Commercial
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Land. They appear to believe that spring is when someone
turns the page of a calendar and-bam! time to get out
the old barbeque grill and dust off the pool furniture. In
this view, spring is like a picture of itself, or, like the
mannequins in stores, posed in Easter finery amid the
clumps of fake tulips. They're put out sometime in late
February, and there they stay until it's time to put out the
graduation dresses under the trellises with plastic roses.
No one would ever suggest that the department store scene
is reality, and yet, oddly enough, it seems to set up the
expectations of what ought to be the case outside. When
the real crocuses are blasted by an ice storm, people take
umbrage. "It can't be this way. This isn't spring!"
Seeing the actual in terms of some ideal or image
certainly isn't new. With an ideal fixed clearly in our
mental vision, we know just where we are, and we know
just what to criticize. In a category labelled "Spring," we
know the criteria: a temperature should be a fixed 67
degre~s. Reality, on the other hand, is unstable, always
changmg, and very hard to label. It's a little that way with
the category we call "Church." We do tend to think we
know the way it ought to be, and we get that out of some
pattern or ideal that comes from a lot of places. But the
Ideal, or the pattern, is a long way from that rather mixed
group of folks who gather in the building with us on
~unday mornings, or on Wednesday nights, or whenever it
IS that we have to stop talking about "the Church," and
actually deal with "these people."
The trouble with having an ideal is that we confuse it
with what we might expect in reality. "Church" is harder
than "Spring," because many of us care a good deal more
about church, but the principle will hold. The image, like
the mannequin, is related to reality, or at least to what
som~ part of reality would look like if it were to stop for
awhile. But when we say, "The Church ought to be like
this, or else it's not the church," well, then, I think we've
got it wrong. We are expecting that because ice storms
never hit those plastic tulips that it is the nature of things
that tulip~ should't get blasted. But that's not reality. The
chu~ch ~1 never. be what we can imagine, what any of us
can 1magme. It w1ll never be even what we think we have a
pattern for it to be. Not all the creeds that ever were, not
3

even confessions, can make a church behave like the
Church.
And to go to war to make the church be the Churchwell, that seems to me wrongheaded. We have just slightly
more responsibility for being the church than we do for
perceiving the spring correctly because we have some
capacity to affect what the church is. But we cannot-by any
means known to human beings, but especially not through
campaigns, initiatives, crusades or even calls to
faithfulness--make the church into our image of her. For
it is the love of her Lord for her that makes her beautiful
and holy. I think that we are not very good at discerning
which of her qualities inspire that love, and I suspect that
when we find out, it will be as much of a surprise as fmding
that under the melting snow, the crocuses are bright purple
again.

About this Issue
Several pieces here continue to guide our reflections
about culture and worlds. Professors Senne and Zersen
contribute articles concerning the Americas. Professor
Lagerquist meditates on the meaning of images for God,

especially in the light of the mountain sunshine and storms
of the Washington retreat center at Holden Village .
Covers by Paul Sierra, whose work shows this month at VU,
both delight the eye and challenge it to reconsider its
worlds. We are particularly glad to welcome Maureen JaisMick to these pages as a columnist on music, a subject we
have sadly neglected since our colleague Linda Ferguson's
slide into administration.
April finds us this year in Lent and Easter, so our
poetry starts with Barabbas and moves to Easter. This
season, so heavily weighted with our thoughts and fears and
hopes of mortality, brings us around each year to the same
subjects, newly experienced as the changes in our lives
make us see death and life anew. When I read through
Scott Russell Sanders' new collection of essays, because he
had graciously said we should choose one to reprint here in
connection with his April visit to campus, "Dust" was the
right one for this moment. All of them are beautiful, and if
you like good writing you should immediately go out and
buy a copy or two. But "Dust" is irresistible for this season.
It is not orthodox, but it is fine religous writing. May its
blessings sift lightly through your devotions this month.
Peace,
GME

Barabbas
Capricious Pilate asks the people's choice.
Will they choose Jesus Barabbas, bastard "son"
of unnamed "father," Abbas? Will they voice
their vote for gory revolts that he's begun?
Will they chooseJesus,Joseph's son, who claims
the Father as his own? There is a ring
of insurrection, blasphemy in names
his followers use for him-Messiah, King!
Each Day of Atonement, a choice of goats is madeby lot one dies as sacrifice, the crowd
is sprinkled with his blood; the other, flayed
"escape goat," bearing sins, is driven out.
"His blood be on our heads!" is requiem
for him whose blood is shed-is shed for them.

Bernhard Hillila
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DUST
Scott Russell Sanders

The world is being ground to bits. Dust from that
friction spirals in the sunlight before me, a galaxy of
gleaming specks. With a steady fall that might sound, if
amplified, like tribal drumming, dust settles onto the dark
walnut surface of the table where I sit on our front porch.
Night and day, indoors and out, the rain of infinitesimal
debris never ceases. My family and I make our share by
tracking dirt into the house, shredding lint from sheets and
rugs and clothes, shedding hair and skin, nicking the
woodwork, burning loaves by accident and logs on
purpose. In the corners of hallways, beneath our beds and
couches, behind our dressers, fluff gathers in wispy clouds.
Through our windows the breeze delivers soil from plowed
fields, soot from fires, ash from volcanoes, spew from cars
and trucks, the spawn of bacteria, the spores of plants, the
grit of meteors and quarries and mines, the down of birds,
slivers of insects, scraps of whatever is broken, abraded,
blown. Sitting here on the porch, warming my hands on a
cup of tea, I swallow bits of world with every breath.
I am brooding about dust because my neighbor Malcolm and his family have just driven off to a nearby woods,
where they will scatter the ashes of his mother, who died
last week. Her name was Jane, this beaming, boisterous
woman who shone like a lantern. I first encountered her
Scott Russell Sanders is a distinguished uniter who teaches at

Indiana University. In recognition of his visit to VU this munth
as part of Wordfest, we are pleased to be able to reprint this essay.
•nust" is reprinted from Secrets of the Universe by Scott Russell
Sanders, Copyright © 1991 by Scott Russell Sanders. Reprinted by
permission of Beacon Press, Boston.
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several years ago, at a concert in the park. My wife and kids
and I were chewing chicken and listening to the music
when Jane crawled onto our blanket in pursuit of a roving
grandchild. Age had whitened her hair and thickened her
torso and charged her smile with a disarming radiance. She
took a breather in our midst, inquiring about us between
puffs. When she found out that we lived next door to her
son, she told us gaily, "Oh, that Malcolm, he was a mistake.
Born years and years after I thought I'd had my last child.
He was a mistake, all right. Best one I ever made!" She
laughed uproariously, proof that she had recovered breath.
Excusing herself, she crawled off in search of the child.
Her white hair flared among the darker heads of the
crowd.
Had our meeting occurred a few years earlier, Malcolm tells me, Jane might have spun away from us doing
cartwheels. She was famous among her offspring for
handsprings, exuberant entrances and exits. As recently as
a month ago, when she pulled up next door for a visit, her
laugh still had the power to draw Malcolm's daughters out
of the house to greet her as though she were an explorer
newly returned from mysterious lands. She held out her
hands to the bobbing girls and poured poetry over their
heads. That was Jane. Today, the children help scatter her
ashes, which by tomorrow may drift here to glint in the
sunlight and sift into my lungs.
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust: the formula is easy to recite, hard to accept, especially when the ashes are those of
someone who sang to us a week ago. Yorick, poor Yorick,
whose songs and flashes of merriment were wont to set the
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table on a roar, has been reduced to the skull in Hamlet's
hand. The loveliest lady will come to this, says Hamlet, no
matter how thick she paints her face; the least and greatest
will come to this, even world-conquering Alexander, whose
"noble dust" might one day serve to stopper a beer-barrel.
We keep forgetting that dust is the common state, life
the anomaly. One of Job's friends brags of God: "If he
should take back his spirit to himself, and gather to himself
his breath, all flesh would perish together, and man would
return to dust." Our bodies are gatherings of earth, reared
upright for a spell, replenished by food, water, air, and
bound to sink again, soon. I lift a palm toward the sun,
fingers pressed together, and red light burns through the
cracks like the glow of lava through the fissures of a
volcano. My fingertips turn fiery, incandescent. The nails
are the rosy doors of furnaces. Despite the mind's
reluctance, eyes insist that I am made from earth as literally
as my tea mug is made from clay. Unless my clumsiness
breaks it, the mug will outlast me, for it possesses the
inertia of stone.
Much of our local dust began as stone. Topsoil in the
hill country of southern Indiana consists chiefly of what
geologists call loess, a silt that was scoured from bedrock by
water and ice and was carried here by the wind eons ago.
The layer beneath the loam is a ruddy clay stained red
from iron, bearing the winsome name of terra rossa. Under
the clay, only a few feet below our feet, limestone, siltstone,
sandstone. Our soil is the merest veneer on the round rock
of the planet The elm that fountains eighty feet in the air
beside my front steps draws its huge nourishment from that
thin crust, as do the daisies and tomatoes, the clover and
grass, the ferns, the peonies, the phlox, as do my wife and
children and I.
Without roots to stitch it together, the loam would blow
away, as the soil of Texas and Oklahoma whirled away in
the 1930s. You can hear the gritty wind howl in the songs
of Woody Guthrie, who came of age in Oklahoma during
those years. There is grit in his very titles: "Blowing Down
that Old Dusty Road," "Dust Bowl Refugees," "Dust
Pneumonia Blues," "Dust Storm Disaster." His "Talking
Dustbowl Blues" opens with the lines:

Baclt in nineteen twenty-seven
Had a little farm and I called that heaven,
Prices up, the rain come doum,
Hauled my crops all in to tau.m.
Got th' money ... bought clothes and groceries,
Fed the IUds ... raised a big family .
But the rain quit and th' wind got high
Blaclt old dust storm filled th' sky.
The towering black cloud approached his town, he recalled, like an elephant about to crush an ant. At midday
the air became so dark you could not see the hand in front
of your face. Neighbors gathered to comfort one another,
certain the last judgment had arrived. They said quiet
good-byes. There was no use, now, in wailing.
6

The Dust Bowl was an ecological judgment, if not a
divine one. By turning over the prairie sod and planting
dry land to row crops, farmers had created a desert John
Steinbeck describes the desolation in the opening chapter
of The Grapes of Wrath:
When the night came again it was black night, for
the stars could not pierce the dust to get down, and
the window lights could not even spread beyond
their own yards. Now the dust was evenly mixed
with the air, an emulsion of dust and air. Houses
were shut tight, and cloth wedged around doors
and windows, but the dust came in so thinly that it
could not be seen in the air, and it settled like
pollen on the chairs and tables, on the dishes. The
people brushed it from their shoulders. Little lines
of dust lay at the door sills.
During the night the wind passed on. Farmers arose
from sleep with a sense of dread: "In the morning the dust
hung like fog, and the sun was as red as ripe new blood.
All day the dust sifted down from the sky, and the next day
it sifted down. An even blanket covered the earth. It
settled on the corn, piled up on the tops of the fence posts,
piled up on the wires; it settled on roofs, blanketed the
weeds and trees."
In films of the Dust Bowl, the horizon disappears,
land rises into the air, veil after veil of dirt unfurls. Those
grainy, desolate scenes may provide a glimpse of how the
world would look after nuclear war. Fewer people would
die from blast and radiation, scientists now predict, than
from hunger and cold, for explosions and fires would cloak
the earth with soot, blocking the sun, killing the plants,
chilling the air.
Scientists also speculate that something like that
deep, enduring winter may have done in the dinosaurs,
some sixty or seventy million years ago. The shroud of dust
in that instance, according to a recent theory, was hurled
into the atmosphere by the impact of a giant meteor. As
evidence, geologists point to an ashy seam, rich in meteoric
debris, that shows up widely in rock deposited about the
time when the dinosaurs and most of their lumbering
relatives expired. Ground to bits, to bits. Nothing will
guarantee the survival of a species, if the largest creatures
ever to walk the earth could be extinguished by dust.
Anger, mayhem, corruption, and death lurk around
the edges of the word. Our grandparents wrapped
themselves in light coats called dusters when they toured in
open automobiles, to protect their clothes. We wrap our
hardcover books in dust jackets to protect the bindings
(and to sell the contents). Dust ruffles form skirts around
our beds, hiding the naked legs and enclosing a pasture for
woolly flocks of lint. We sweep the day's leavings from our
floors into dustpans. In England, the dustman empties
your dustbin and hauls away your trash. Marx predicted
that workers would heave capitalism onto the dustheap of
The Cressel

history.
An energetic person makes the dust fly. Servile,
craven wretches lick the dust. A brawler gets in dustups
and is forever dusting off opponents. Pitchers also dust off
opponents, hurling the baseball at dangerous batters to
worry them at the plate. We deceive someone by throwing
dust in his eyes, in her eyes, a habit not so different from
the notorious penchant of bullies for kicking sand in the
faces of weaklings. A naughty child might well get his or
her pants dusted. Eat my dust, says the boy in the
schoolyard who thinks he owns the fastest feet.
Desperadoes dust away from the scene of a crime. Bank
robbers used to blow open vaults with sticks of dynamite
the called, affectionately, sawdust.
Wheat dust, accumulating in grain elevators or the
holds of ships, can explode. Crop dusters fly their noisy
planes low over fields, spewing poison. As a boy, I knew we
had reached Mississippi on our long drive from Ohio to
visit my father's parents when I smelled the acrid poison of
cotton dust. Buy our pickup, says the television ad, because
Ford leaves Chevy in the dust, and the screen shows rival
trucks tearing across the desert, the Chevy's plume lagging
farther and farther behind. In the deserts of California
and Nevada a century ago, the only dust worth mentioning
was gold. Now, mention dust on a city street, and you are
likely to be offered some powdered narcotic. Those who
try the variety called angel dust, a synthetic heroin, often
wind up crazy or dead.
To say that tough guys bite the dust may already have
been a cliche by the time Homer used that expressionrepeatedly-in the fliad. Virgil used it again in the Aeneid.
Right up to our own day, writers of westerns have found it
hard to kill off an Indian or an outlaw without resorting to
that weary phrase. Eventually, we all bite the dust. But to
see the job done properly, you need to study old cowboy
movies. Shot through and through as he deserves, the
villain spins and wobbles like a top in the parched street of
a western town, wobbles and spins while delivering his last
embittered lines, until his legs buckle and his heels kick up
and his lips, his blasphemous lips, kiss the dirt.

I

rehearse the hard litany-from ashes to ashes, dust
to dust-while thinking of Malcolm's lovely, vanished
mother. Every mother, ifyou think of her steadily enough,
becomes your own. One of the first chores my mother
assigned to me, when I was five or six, was dusting the
furniture. I could never see the point of it. At that age, I
could not see the point of taking a bath, either. Wood and
skin, I reasoned, could hold only so much dirt; by cleaning,
I was making way for more. Unpersuaded, Mother turned
on the tap or handed me the rag. If I bathed before wiping
the piano or the corner cupboard, then went outside to
wrestle with the dog, by the time I came back in, the
furniture and I would be freshly coated, thus proving my
theory.
Without prompting now, for sheer pleasure, I go
fetch the lemon oil and one of the children 's old diapers,
April1992

and I give the walnut table a good polishing. I relish the
tangy smell of the oil. I love the gleam of the somber
wood, its grain the current in a midnight river. Like all
work, my rubbing imposes an order that is fleeting. Soon,
soon, after Jane's ashes have drifted here from the woods,
after more grit from the abraded world has wafted in
through our windows, I will be able to write with my finger
on the table's gray film.
In my lifetime I have shaken enough dirt from
vacuum cleaners to make a small moon. And still the
carpets gather new fuzz. If I sweep the stairs, an hour later I
find there a pale sprinkling, as though a light snow has
fallen. Actual snow falls because ice crystals form around
specks of dust, as do rain drops. Every flake, every drop
carries down to us from high in the atmosphere a fleck of
sky. Without dust the sunset would not be red; dusk would
be the bleached, blank shade of noon.
The week of Jane's death, the United States
launched the Hubble Space Telescope, whose polished eye
can detect the spark of a firefly ten thousand miles away.
Each new generation of telescope has enabled us to see
farther and farther into the universe, and what we continue
to see, basically, is dust. Some of it is lumpy, forming stars
and galaxies, but much of it is thinly scattered.
Concentrations of interstellar dust, such as the Horsehead
Nebula in Orion, appear to us by the darkness they carve
out of the roof of light.
Stars are perennially casting off into space the atoms
and molecules that will eventually form new suns, new
earths. Some five billion years ago, our own sun and its
necklace of planets coalesced out of drifting debris. The
calcium in our bones, the iron in our blood, the carbon in
the lead of the pencil with which I write these lines, all
elements on earth much heavier than helium were formed
in a previous generation of stars. That we are fashioned
from the rubble of stars is a fact all the more appealing
here in Bloomington Indiana, where a local boy wrote a
song called "Stardust."
Though I dream in vain,
In my Mart it wiU remainMy stardust melody,
The memory of love's refrain.

Hoagy Carmichael was crooning about romance, not
cosmology. But love is only another attractive force,
gathering self to self across the void. Even in dusty regions
of space, astronomers calculate, on average each speck is
separated from the next by the length of a football field.
How such lonely motes could gather to form a lump,
much less a galaxy, is a mystery we have labeled gravity.
Mass yearns for mass. Longing stretches from end to end of
the universe.
Whether the universe is open or closed we do not yet
know. If it is closed, the galaxies that are now rushing apart
will eventually slow down, snared by gravity, and will then
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come rushing back toward the center. If it is open, matter
will expand outward forever, growing colder and colder,
more and more dispersed, until atom loses track of atom.
Jesus instructed his disciples to shake the dust from
their feet before leaving a town where they had not been
welcomed: "Truly, I say to you, it shall be more tolerable on
the day of judgment for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah
than for that town." His listeners knew that Sod om and
Gomorrah--despite the arguments of Abraham, that man
of dust and ashes-had suffered for their sins a rain of
brimstone and fire, until "the smoke of the land went up
like the smoke of a furnace." That line would be sobering
to recall on any day in the last half of the twentieth century,
a century in which the names of Dresden and Auschwitz
and Hiroshima have come to stand for countless lives and
lands gone up in smoke. It is a line all the more sobering to
recall on a day so soon after the smoke of a friend's last
burning has poured from the crematorium chimney.
Evenings and weekends in childhood, the sound of
the table saw or lathe would lure me to the basement,
where by my father was puttering. When I asked him what
he was up to, one of his favorite responses was, "Making
expensive sawdust." The air of the basement smelled ripe
and sweet, as though the planks he cut were slabs of fruit
Actually, the sawdust that speckled my father's goggles and
veiled the air cost little in money, for he was thrifty with
wood and respectful of tools; but it was costly in time, for
he would spend hours on a dovetail joint, days polishing a
jewelry box, weeks inlaying a checkerboard with tiles of
maple and cherry. Paraphrasing the Shakers, he told me
that you should work as though you will live forever and as
though you will die tomorrow.
For three years after his death, my father's ashes
remained in their urn, wrapped in brown paper like a
shameful purchase, tucked away on the top shelf of my
mother's closet All that while, she was deciding where to
scatter them, because my father, a man of this nomadic
century, had moved too many times to call any place home.
Eventually, we carried his ashes to Mississippi and strewed
them over his parents' graves. I was surprised to see, amid
the gray powder, a few small nubbins of bone. I wanted to
pick up one of those charred scraps, pick up two or three,
a handful, and stuff my pockets. I wished to hold infinity in
the palm of my hand. I wished to seize time, squeeze the
world, hold on. But my mother stood beside me, grieving,
and I only stared down at the bright grass turned gray with
ash. I longed for rain, to erase the marks of our ceremony.
We are constantly being erased, our cells dying, and
we are constantly remade, molecule by molecule, some
parts of our bodies more swiftly, others more slowly. With
each renewal, add mistakes, like photocopies of
photocopies growing ever fuzzier. Death is the final
blurring. Copied too many times, the likeness is lost The
body forgets itself.
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Here on the luminous porch, with the sun blocked
out by my lifted palm, I can watch the motes in a shaft of
light jiggle and spin. The spectacle absorbs me no less now
than it did when I was a child. Already by the time I was
three or four, instead of taking a nap in the afternoon I
would part the curtains to admit a crack of sun and then lie
there in the dark room, mesmerized by the whirl of dust. If
the air cleared, I would pound the pillow or shake the
quilt. I would puff to make the motes revolve.
As I grew older, my schools were too poor for
telescopes and my eyes too poor for stargazing, so I gazed
instead at specks and saw in them the cycling of worlds.
Twenty-one centuries ago, Lucretius found in the whirl of
dust, as he found in everything he observed, evidence that
matter is compounded of atoms. He wrote of his
perceptions early in the second book of The Nature of
Things (translated here by Rolfe Humphries):

Ifyou loolt sometimes,
You see the motes aU dancing, as the sun
Streams through the shutters into a dark. room.
Loolt!-there they go, lilte armies in maneuver
Whose little squadrons charge, retreat, join, part,
From this you can deduce that on a scale
Oh, infinitely smaller, beyond your sight,
Similar turbulence whirls.

The deeper we look into matter and the farther into space,
the more clearly we see that Lucretius was right. On any
scale, from the infinitesimal to the celestial, turbulence
whirls.
Mter twenty-one hundred years, his conclusions hold
up, but not his metaphors. I am glad to forgo the image of
marching armies, because I have no use for armies. But I
would like to say, with Lucretius, that the dust motes dance.
I would like to stretch the metaphor, and speak of the hot,
excited specks doing the tarantella, the warm ones doing
the jitterbug or polka, the slow and stately ones doing the
waltz. But to dance is to move in a pattern, driven by
music. My sister and mother taught me to waltz by drawing
a box on the kitchen linoleum and telling me to step from
rose to rose. I shuffled around the edges of that box, left
foot and right, one two three four, one two three four.
From the waltz it was a hop and skip to the polka, the fox
trot, the samba. I learned to square dance in the sweltering
upper story of a village hall in Ohio, sawdust underfoot, a
girl hooked to my elbow, the wail of fiddles and shouts of
callers ringing in my ears. Fast or slow, the music worked
through us; our bodies traced designs on the scuffed floor.
A passing knowledge of physics keeps me from saying
that the dust motes dance, for they follow no music, obey
no pattern. Their movement is an aimless jiggling, called
Brownian motion after an English botanist named Robert
Brown, who first described the effect with reference to
pollen grains in water. Grains of anything, suspended in a
liquid or gas, are buffeted by collisions with the
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surrounding atoms and molecules. That jostling is erratic,
random, governed only by the size of the particles, the
viscosity of the fluid, and the temperature. Translated into
images on a screen, such motion produces scribbles, not
the precise diagrams of a dance. Translated into sound, it
produces not music but noise. Radio telescopes can still
catch the muttering left over from the big bang that set our
universe in motion some fifteen or twenty billion years ago.
It is an inarticulate buzz, without syllables or syntax.
What is the deeper truth about this agitation of dust?
Is it music or noise? And the shapes it takes on-Malcolm's
mother, my hand, the splashing elm beyond the window,
the pitted coin of the moon, the universe itself-have they
been fashioned for a purpose, or are they accidental
shufflings of matter? Do the spheres dance, or merely
flounder? Our lives, our very lives, are they speech or
gibberish?
Like all the questions most worth asking, these are
ancient; we keep asking them because they admit no final
answers. Though I have no way of proving it, I hold by the
view that our lives are not mere gibberish, but are the
utterances of what we value, what we desire. Our actions
are the sum of what we mean. Like a car bumping down a
dirt road, each of us leaves behind a faint plume, a record
of our passing. I also suspect, but am even further from
being able to prove, that Jane's laugh and the veining in
the elm's leaves and the fivefold jointing of my hand are
expressions, not of chance, but of an inclusive order, an
order that is more like the results of a mind thinking than
like anything else I know.
Returned from scattering his mother's ashes,
Malcolm comes over to see me. We both feel the need to
dwell in our bodies, to labor and sweat, so we go out back
of my house with two spading forks to turn the fermenting
compost in its wooden bin.
Soon our hearts are knocking from the work.
Malcolm pauses for a moment to tell me that when he
emptied the urn from a bluff on Clear Creek, he was
surprised to see most of the ashes tumble straight down
instead of wafting away. "They seemed heavy, the way they
sank. Heavy, instead oflight."
I think of Jane's dust seeping into the bluff, to rise
next spring as bloodroot and larkspur, or washing into the
creek to become crayfish and water strider. "We see the
dancing motes in the sunlight," Lucretius wrote, "But we
cannot see what urge compels the dancing." Here is a
puzzle that should make us rise each day with questions on
our tongue. The world is being ground to bits, yet the bits
keep regathering to form the world anew. 0

Spring Afternoon

We walk a wooded lane that rises high
above lakeshore dunes, the thin pines reaching
over us almost aimlessly, gathered
together through so many years by wind
and sun. Below us, a few bathers wade
the still-chilled waters of Lake Michigan.
In the distance, others stroll a sandy
neck ofland left untouched by winter's hand.
All around us small beginnings of spring
show themselves: bushes spotted by blossoms,
an irregular fringe of wildflowers,
the slash of a hawk against the high sky.
It is the Easter weekend and a far-off
churchbell echoes from its steeple post, calls
our attention to the late hour.
Descending the darkening ridge, we stop
awhile, huddle in warmth, and watch the soft
lakeside shadows link with one another.

Edward Byrne
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RETHINKING THE SOOTH: A DIALOGUE ON
THE DYNAMICS OF CELEBRATIONS
David Zersen

Z. Let us acknowledge together, as one person of
European descent and another of both European and Native
American, that there are real problems in connection with staging
this 500th Anniversary celebration. Is there, nevertheless,
something positive that we who live out our lives on this continent
can say about our mutual past and the prospects for the future?
A. Yes, I think that the strongest bond which binds
the people who inhabit this continent with its various
countries is often obscured by the social, economic,
political, and cultural structure which divides us.
Therefore, in order to look for a common theme, I would
focus on the struggle of the oppressed in this continentespecially on those who have not even attained a basically
human level, who fight for subsistence itself. This I would
find as a common theme, and I recognize that there are
not only people in the countries of my part of the world,
but also people in your part of the world, in the United
States, who are working very actively towards this.
Z. As one who acknowledges the ongoing effects of the
conquest in your own country, I sense that you also see the
neighbor to the north not so much as a partner in the struggle for
human rights but as one which may also reinforce the structures
which prevent rights. We do talk a great deal about human rights
in our country. Do you feel any partnership with us in this
discussion?
The following interview with Professor Jesus Alvarado was
conducted in Mexico City by Dr. David Zersen, (VU '60), Dean of
Concordia University Wzsconsin School of Adult and Continuing
Education. Professor Alvarado is with the National Polytechnic
Institute in Mexico City. In addition to his work as teacher and
researcher, he has worked with many U.S. groups to help them
understand the history and national identity of the Mexicans. His
bi-cultural perspective has been nurtured through frequent visits to
the U.S. and through jive years of study in Washington, D.C. at
the National Catholic University of America. During October,
1991, Alvarat.W spoke at six midwestern colleges and universities.
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A. One of the ways to grasp what you are saying is to
look at how we are defined popularly in the United
States-as the backyard of the United States! The whole
rest of the continent is the backyard to the main house!
And this doesn't make us very happy! We say that when the
United States sneezes we get a cold! It should be no
mystery to you to understand this, since you are the
hegemonic power of the capitalist world, at present-and
apparently without competition anymore from the ones
called the socialist countries. If, however, there is any place
in the world where you can say, probably more truly than
any where else, that you are "Numero Uno," it is in Latin
America. And of course this overwhelming presence is very
burdensome for us. We see it as a prolongation of our
colonial experience. Historically, the development of
different industries, for example, did not depend on what
or where the local needs were, but on the interests of the
crown that controlled us from Europe. I think this role has
been taken over by the United States in this century. As
one of your political essayists says, "you became an empire
unconsciously."

Z. So because of this domination, your attitude is one of
skepticism .... fear .... frustration ....hostility ... ?
A. Well, no. As you know, I think I am fortunate
enough, in a way, to have been able to live in the United
States during my student years so I was able to gain a
broader perspective about the reality of this great country.
I have said, humorously, that I have never been mistreated
in the United States, except by immigration officials. They
may have thought that when I was visiting the country that
I was going to immigrate illegally. Apart from this, I think
what I gained is an understanding that the people of the
United States are as human as those in any part of the
world. A concern would be that they do not get enough
information about what happens abroad because they are
not so concerned with the rest of the world. They seem
somewhat isolated, insulated. Historically, it would seem
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that their main area of interest, as far as news or exchange
of information is concerned, has been western Europe- or
some area into which you are drawn through a political or
military skirmish. And the rest, as United States diplomats
say, is considered the "gray areas of the world" -so that we
do not come into the picture very much. And this is very
tragic because I am sure that if many people in the United
States were aware of what occurs in their name,
perpetrated by the corporations and the US government in
many instances, they would take a very different perspective
towards it In this aspect, I have already mentioned that I
know there are very active solidarity groups in the United
States-- not only towards our part of the world, but also
towards other parts of the world. In the case of, for
example, El Salvador, I know people who at their own
personal risk are admitting political refugees into their
homes and building sanctuaries in various cities of the
United States. This speaks to me of the great human
quality of these people from the United States.
Z. As we try to learn from one another, on the occasion of
this "time of remembrance," what are some of the things that we
ought to be learning from the Mexican people or, more largely,
the people of Latin America?
A. Well, in my own case, the greatest revelation comes
to me from those people from whom one would least
expect to learn something. In Mexico, for example, it
would be to learn from the majority of the people, the
poor! They have a simplicity of life, a generosity, and a joy
of life that I am sure many of the middle class, not only in
our country, but in many other countries, envy. I'm not
saying by this that we should not do anything to change the
lot of the people because they are happy with it After all, it
is primarily a question of justice. But I am suggesting that
maybe they have a better idea of how humanity can live
together than the people who think that to live humanly, to
live decently as a human being, you need enormous
material resources. My feeling is that this is the case of the
United States. The United States presently has about eight
percent of the world's population, but consumes about 50
percent of the world's resources every year. So you can see
this is not a working model for a global society. It would be
a model in a world which seeks to expand the differences
between the haves and the have nots.
On the other hand, I think we also have very specific
themes to accentuate in this time of remembrance not only
from the poor, but also from the native people themselves,
that we have not listened to very carefully. One of the
themes I value most, for example, in the native people of
your country, is the thought that the earth is sacred and it
is not an object for sale. That goes counter to the
predominant idea of competition and accumulation of
wealth, both in your society, and in mine. This also has to
do with the idea of European modern thinking in which
the earth is regarded as something physical, an object that
can be manipulated by human beings and from which one
can totally disengage oneself. I think the recent ecological
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catastrophes have taught us that this is not the case, that
nature is not subject to us, but we are a part of nature. And
this was a value that was very deeply rooted among all the
native groups in this continent For example, many native
groups, both in your country and in mine, would pray and
ask forgiveness from the earth before they started plowing
it, because they would hurt it when they did so. But they
said, "Please forgive us, for this is the way we get our food."
So this reverence for life, for our natural resources, is
something we need very badly if we want to survive, and
this is something we can learn from these people also.
Z. You raise in that thought what some might call a spiritual
concern, and that leads me to reflect on the fact that some have
thought of the five hundredth anniversary as the celebration of
Christian presence in the Americas, for good or evil. What are
your own feelings on the spiritual issues involved in this
remembrance?
A. The main thing is that I consider the religious
aspect and the political aspect tied very closely together
because, at least in our part of the world, the political
enterprise and the religious enterprise went hand in hand.
As you know, there was one Pope who divided these new
lands between Spain and Portugal in 1493, Alexander VI,
the former Rodrigo Borgia. Of course, this made the other
countries in Europe very angry because they were left out
of it I'm saying this to show how the religious purpose is
intertwined from the very beginning. Supposedly, the
conquerors came, on the one hand, for economic benefits
but, on the other hand, they had an evangelizing, apostolic
mission. They were going to spread the Christian faith
among all these barbarian people. So the imperial and the
Christian enterprise always work together. For example, we
can see in the case of Mexico that we have marvelous men
in the presence of the first missionaries, who were very
concerned about what was happening to the native people
and fought very strongly against the conquerors. They tried
to ease the burden of the native people, but they never saw
this outside the imperial project. They never thought that
it was wrong for Spain to have conquered us. Another way
to look at the way these two realities go together is to
remember that many of the archbishops of Mexico City
were also the viceroys of the New Spain. Now, I'm not sure
how these realities condition one another in your situation
up north, but here the two were often identical.
The other aspect of this which is very important to
keep in mind if one wants to maintain an analytical outlook
on what occurred is that the native people were forced to
convert in order to survive. And this is not very hard to
understand if you look at what happened in Spain before
the conquest. In precisely the year that Columbus sailed to
this continent the first time, the Spanish king and queen,
Fernando and Isabel, recovered Granada, the last
stronghold of the Moorish empire in Spain. Any Jew or
Moor who wanted to remain in Spain had to convert to
Christianity. In fact, when the Spaniards came here they
still saw themselves fighting against the Moors (when, in
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fact, they were fighting against the natives), so they seized
the need forcibly to convert the unwilling to Christianity as
part of the process of establishing the new order, this
Catholic order in the new world.

z. Is it not true that there were different perspectives on
that? For example, did not Bartolome de Las Casas have a
different kind of approach than did some churchmen toward this
idea offorced conversion?
A Right! And some even said converting these people
to Christianity did not include submission economically
and politically to the Spanish crown. But only some
theologians thought this way and it was never the prevalent
attitude. In some cases, as you know, for example, in the
Caribbean, and in some areas of what is now the United
States, the Indian tribes were totally exterminated. And this
is a concem that has not been totally assimilated by people
like myself who feel we have something in common with
these ancestors. One of our Mexican poets said that "our
native grandfathers are still crying in our soul" and that is
how I feel about what happened to these people to whom I
feel related. In what is now Mexico, in Central America, at
the time the Spaniards came, there were about 20 million
people. But these 20 million people had been decimated
by 1610. That's how brutal the impact of the conquest was
on these people. And difficult as it is to relate this to the
principles of Christianity, this was in some inexplicable way
part and parcel of the Christianization of the people of
Middle America.
z. I think I can, from an outsider's perspective, attempt to
empathize with the feeling that you have over against the
conquest of Mexico, but is it not also possible to set that conquest
within the context of previous conquests in which one native
American tribe vanquished one after another?
A. Yes, and that's the saddest part of my historical
reflection on these problems. Many people tried to idealize
the situation that was created here before the Europeans
came, saying that we lived in paradise, and that only
because the Europeans arrived everything went wrong. I
would never take that line of argument. What happened
here was that some human groups were being dominated
by others and one of the harshest expressions of this
domination was the Aztec empire, the strongest political
structure that the Spaniards encountered in this part of the
world. And it's even more saddening when you reflect on
the fact that the same thing was occurring in Europe at the
same time. Some countries were dominating other
countries, and the most amazing thing is that the Spaniards
who had been defending themselves against the Moorish
invasion of Spain for eight centuries, having won the long
battle, then came over to this continent to do the same
thing to us which the Moors had done to them.
Z. Together we are struggling for language which allows us
to talk meaningfully about our interrelationships on this eve of
the 500th anniversary recognition of European presence on this
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continent. One wonders if words like "repentance" or "reevaluation" are in order.
A I really think that we know the facts well enough
to be able to say that in some cases the facts are very ugly
and we tend to hide them. We keep them as family secrets.
Psychologists say that family secrets are things that
everyone in the family knows, but nobody wants to speak
about. With this thought in the background, however, I
think we would gain a healthier historical perspective if we
tried to look soberly at these facts and not be frightened by
what we leam. I think that would make us stronger, give us
a greater sense of identity. Especially, in the case of the
United States, I think you have to reflect on the fate of the
native American people of the United States because, first
of all, in order for you to have been able to attack them,
you had to strip them of their humanity. For example, in a
movie, you need heroes and villains, so these native
Americans were made into villains so that they would fit the
role of enemies. Symbolically, you could then take away
what they had. I mean "you" collectively, not personally.
The fact of the matter is that such dehumanization led to a
justification for what was almost a practical extermination
of the native people of North America. From the European
standpoint, these people had no personal value and they
were a hindrance to the goals of the people who came
here. Even today they have no particular place in your
society. They have never fit. They are something foreign,
foreigners in their own land. I think conscientious people
in the United States, many of whom are Christians,
reflecting on this will not feel very happy about it. Perhaps,
instead of talking about celebrating this process, they may
think of some way of restituting, as in the Black Hills of
South Dakota where native Americans will accept only their
sacred land, not the money which the govemment wants to
offer them for it.
Z. Do you have other ideas for acceptable proposals for
restitution?
A. I do remember once a whole monastery in
Wisconsin was given over to native groups, about fifteen or
twenty years ago. Perhaps, it's not only physical restitution
that's called for, but also, at least, the fact of human
recognition, of restoring the human dignity that has been
taken away from these people. This is the issue.
Z. Any specific suggestions as to how that may take place?
A Well, yes, of course. Earlier this year, I saw a TV
show called "The Wonder Years" in which they were
celebrating Thanksgiving Day. Because my mind is on one
track at the moment, trying to think of the whole process
we have been speaking about, I thought of how this
Thanksgiving celebration started in your country. If I
remember correctly, it had to do with some religious
outcasts, persecuted people who came from Europe to this
continent. They came very late in the year so that they were
helped to survive by native people. And my idea for this
year, as well as coming years, is that people reclaim the
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original meaning of the Thanksgiving celebration,
remembering the gifts the native peoples gave to Europe
and to humankind in general, and not appreciate merely
one's personal welfare in the year just past.
Z. I've often struggled with the fact that because my
ancestors were European, I've been asked to accept responsibility
for a number of things for which I do not choose to accept
responsibility. The holocaust in Europe, the enslavement of
blacks and the treatment of native Americans are three examples.
How would you respond to my feelings at a personal level?
A. I understand what you are saying. For example, I
think of a Jewish friend I have in the US who is descended
from people who immigrated there more recently. I
certainly cannot accuse her of horrors perpetrated against
the Native Americans because her family entered the
country at a totally different period in history. I think that
it would probably place this whole problem in a better
perspective if we appreciate the fact my reflection on the
past 500 years does not seek to serve the past, but the
present and the future. People who have the information
can see that not only were the native people oppressed in
the past, but if you look anywhere in the continent today,
they are the ones that are at the bottom of the social
structure. This is no mystery. I think it has to do with the
whole process that excluded them from the outset, from
participating in the benefits of society. If we want to have a
more humane society, we have to address this problem.
Albert Camus might sound very idealistic, but he said that
there is no justice as long as injustice is being committed
against one human being. I think this is the case in our
society if we allow injustice to be committed against any
group. Then we are all liable or bound to suffer injustice
and have no right to exempt ourselves because we permit
this injustice, this violence to occur.
Z. In the final analysis, then, the issue is not so much a
matter of making amends for the past, over which perhaps,
neither you nor I have much control, but agreeing on some
perspective for the future within which we respect one another's
individualities and uniquenesses and rights, and seek to accept
one another not only as fellow members of the human race,
despite our racial distinctions, but as people who are entitled to
the same kinds of economic privileges and political rights.
A. That would surely be a utopian challenge for us all.
Erik Erikson said that we have to overcome these "pseudospecies" that are found everywhere. The whole concept of
one race being superior to another is a pseudo-biological
concept. I think that we cannot even imagine what a
wonderful world it would be in which all are allowed to
develop their human potential, their creativity and, in this
way, not only to live happily themselves, but to be able to
make a contribution to the whole of society, a society in
which everyone is well fed, well educated. Such a society
may at the present time, under present circumstances,
seem unthinkable. But in order to arrive at it, we have to
reach a deeper historical understanding.
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Z. There are not yet all that many in the North who can
address us with a first name like "Jesus.w Take advantage of the
fact that many of us sit up and take notice when a "Jesusw speaks
and share your vision at this edge of 500 years of our common
history.
A. If it is true, as some new thinkers are saying, that
geography is history, then we share a common destiny. We
do not really have different realities, the oppressors in the
North and the oppressed in the South, for example. There
are people who are struggling for survival on both sides of
our borders. For us jointly to recognize this would be a new
departure for the 500 years to come. The isolation and the
loneliness of the middle class in the United States is very
frightening to me. I hope that people who despair, who see
alcohol and drugs as some kind of solution, can find
another alternative which may not be climbing higher on
the social ladder, but seeking to learn from and even serve
those who are content to have much less than they have. In
this I see the potential for real life, not artificial life: People
sharing their struggles and learning from each other. This
would be a prospect for hope.
Z. I hear you saying that you have very little hope that the
kind of capitalism we seem to celebrate in the North can bring
any solution to existing problems in our countries or between our
countries. To what degree would you say your own personal
experience in growing up in Mexico has contributed to that
conclusion?
A. I think not only my living in Mexico but precisely
my living in the United States made me more aware of this
problem. This system is based on social inequality, and you
do not have to be a very radical thinker to see this. Hannah
Arendt said in the 1970s that the main contradiction of
the capitalist system is that it presupposes that people can
be politically equal even though they are economically
unequal. I have hope for a way through which the
emphasis can be placed not on competition, but on
cooperation. As we know, if you compete, one has to win
and one has to lose. One of the main problems in the
world today is that we have the distorted notion that for a
human being to realize full potential, he or she must assert
a dominance over another, be the "number one."
Z. Do you think that you reflect the perspective of people in
Mexico or Central America generally when you voice this
political/ economic perspective? Or do you think you are
somewhat unique?
A. Certainly I am not unique. I don't represent a
majority opinion either, however. On the one hand, many
of my people do not even have enough information to
place these issues globally. On the other hand, the
dominant sectors in my society benefit from their current
placement in the economic picture so they would not like
to see any changes. If you are aware of the economic crisis
that is going on in Mexico, then you too would be
surprised if you spoke to the main leaders of private
industry and hear some say, "Well, this year we did very
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well." Translating that into social terms, these leaders
benefited from the economic crisis. As capital is thus
concentrated in fewer and fewer hands, not only in my
country but also internationally, a global problem arises
which affects even the middle class in the United States.
That this is happening is obvious to anyone who pays
attention. My solution to the problem, however, may not be
accepted by a majority.
Z. Jesus, we began by speaking about the 500th Anniversary
and we have covered a lot of ground. In the final analysis, it seems
that what we are concerned with is not history, events, heroes, but
common people- people like you and me.
A. I think in all this talk about 500 years we have been
talking about the process of the humanization of people.
One of the things that can give us great strength is to
understand our roots and be proud of them and to know
where the strengths and the weaknesses of the issues are.
We cannot accept wholesale all that has been, neither can
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we can reject it all either. Together, we should use this
anniversary to reflect on what we need to conserve and
what we need to discard and how, in the process, we can
build new and fulfilling lives out of what we have.
One of my fantasies has been to have been present
at the fall of Mexico Tenochtitlan, the capital city of the
Aztecs, to the Spaniards-at the end of one historical
period and the beginning of another one. But right now
my fantasy is that, hopefully, I am also seeing the end of
one historical period, of the "Dark Ages" for the native
peoples of this continent, and helping in whatever small
way, to begin a truly new period in our history in which all
will be treated as human beings of worth and will have a
place in a society from which not only they may benefit, but
also to which they may meaningfully contribute.
Z. With that prospect, we two very different Americans have
reason to celebrate a common task. May God bless it.
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Some Thoughts of God at Easter

r

The God I know out of my childhood
is like Miss Posey in sixth grade.
Her smile was dangerous.
In that small upward curl of tight lips
lay justice. She was a whisperer,
but in her class even the bullies sat
like cut-outs. It was a lesson set
in ice. She culled me her elect,
to give out books and gather in
the homework. Heart at my throat
lest I commit a fault or break
a letter of her law, I wrote
next day's assignment on the board.
Such grace was rare, and stringy-haired
Elise, her "May I leave the room?" denied
would huddle in her urine puddle, but picked
to tap-dance to "The Stars and Stripes"
she was remade on stage to glory
by distance and bright lights.
God, like Miss Posey, aims the plucking
of every feather on each sparrowand shall I question His lesson plan?
A first-born died before the world accustomed
itself to her, so few the mourners,
some babies after leaked away,
not to my wishing but His grander plotting! know He's massacred the innocent
before to save one child-a lover gone
to His grim axing, are part of His design
that wastes, like a Rube Goldberg contraption,
a ten-pound salmon to eke out
a gram of sperm, and thunders, thunders on
after the silent killing streak of light
I want to be excused from his strict classroom,
at least permitted to hunch down behind
the tall backs of the righteous,
out of that cyclops watchful eye.
Dear God, your large love treads
like claws of Zeus in his swan passion
on my weak flesh. Be gentler in your lusting,
think that the delicate thrust
of needle into egg, when blown
from one end to the other drains
the ooze out of its casing,
freeing the fragile, uncorrupted
shell to be painted Easter egg.

Jean Hollander
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1492: THE MEETING OF TWO OLD WORLDS:
REFLECTIONS ON SOME QUINCENTENNIAL OFFERINGS
Edgar Senne
On October 12, 1992 it will have been exactly five
hundred years since those three little ships from Spain
landed somewhere on an island in the Caribbean Sea. The
stage is set in countries all over Europe and the Americas
to "commemorate," "celebrate," or even to "deplore" this
event. Whatever else will be said about the Columbus
landing, it changed the shape of the world, not only by
forcing a redrawing of world maps, but by radically
changing the way people all over the world ate, dressed
and thought. Five hundred years prior to this Columbus
landing, Leif Erikson and his company had made their
landing on the shores of what came to be called
Newfoundland, but it left no lasting mark either on the
cultures of Europe or on those of the Americas. Perhaps
the world was not quite poised for such a dynamic
encounter in the year one thousand.
In these months before the Quincentennial day, local
commemorative events, museum exhibits and publishing
projects are multiplying. The Smithsonian has its special
exhibit, "Seeds of Change," and Chicago's Newberry
Library has its "America in 1492." Museums all around the
country will be preparing similar exhibits. Popular journals
are offering their special features and special issues.
Notably, Newsweelt, in a joint project with the Smithsonian,
has published its "Columbus Special Issue" (Fall/Winter
1991), a fine piece and very usable as a supplement in high
school and college classrooms. National Geographic has
devoted substantial space in at least three different issues in
the last six months, starting with the October 1991 issue,
"1491: America Before Columbus," followed by "Search for
Columbus" in january of 1992, and "Pizarro, Conqueror of
the Incas," in February, 1992.
Ed Senne teaches in the Department of Theology at VU, where his
special interests are in world religions. He has spent time in
several areas of the United States in study trips to reservations of
native peoples. His latest worlr. for the Cresset was a twa-part
letter from the African continent, where he visited several sites with
the Lutheran Educational Conference of North America in 1990.
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What will be the outcome of all the celebrations,
exhibits and publications? What can we hope? It must be
our goal to make this a time to reassess the history of the
European arrival in the Americas. We must be prepared to
enlarge our perspectives to include the "view from the
shore." With such goals in mind we are finding much of
what is coming in to print well deserving of our
appreciation. It seems successful in avoiding the two worst
pitfalls of the year: 1) indulgence in self-serving
glorification of the European arrival with its gifts of
civilization and Christianity; and 2) bashing exercises
against the character of Columbus and the whole
European world view that came with him. If this optimistic
assessment of what is happening in the exhibits and
publications is correct, we may take hope that a genuine
effort is underway across the country to set the record
straight about this enormously consequential event. We
have long needed to reassess this history, to retell the
stories, not only to make them conform more closely to the
available records, but also to incorporate the vantage point
of the people whose ancestors created the rich cultures and
civilizations which flourished in the land for so many
millennia before Columbus.
One of the first things we all learned in grade school
was that Columbus discovered America, and that America
is the "New World." These "truths" have often been
presented as though they were nearly self-evident and
certainly foundational for good citizenship and national
loyalty. However, if we would be sensitive to the point of
view of indigenous Americans, we must recognize that
these teachings carry with them some dangerous
distortions. First, the word "~iscover" would seem to many
Native Americans a rather odd choice of words; especially
when judged in the light of the well-known facts that this
hemisphere had been discovered thousands of years earlier
by their ancestors, and that it was abundantly populated,
even while "barbarian" tribes roamed over much of the
European mainland. Second, to call the Americas the "New
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World" is to speak completely from the European
perspective, insensitive to either the smiles or scowls on the
faces of the people whose ancestors had been here for so
long. These people would be more likely to think of this
land as the Ancient Mother than as a "New World."
None of this is new to us, yet we have continued to
cling to a doctrine of the great empty frontier, occupied by
only a few wandering savage bands, just waiting to be
discovered, conquered, civilized, Christianized and
assimilated into the newly created mainstream. By clinging
to this choice of words, we have continually renewed our
license as a nation to invade, subjugate and control both
the land and its people.
How OLD IS THIS "NEW" OLD WoRLD?
It would be better for us to think of the Columbus
landing as the beginning of a dynamic encounter between
two very old worlds, the Old World of Europe and the Old
World of the Americas. Archaeological support for this
suggestion is impressive. Earliest evidence of human
habitation in North America points to Old Crow Flats in
the Yukon some 27,000 B.P. (Before Present) . This site is
not far from where, it is generally thought, people from
eastern Asia migrated across the Beringian land bridge,
seeking more reliable resources for their hunting needs.
Nearly all the way across the continent from Old Crow Flats
we find the evidence from Meadowcroft Rockshelter in
Pennsylvania, pointing to human habitation as early as
19,000 B.P. Eleven thousand miles to the south of Old
Crow, at the southern tip of South America, is a place
which archaeologists call Fell's Cave, inhabited by humans
as early as 11,000 B.P. Folsom in New Mexico points to a
major cooperative hunting culture at 10,000 B.P. The
development of agriculture in the Americas is highlighted
by the cultivation of maize, beans and squash in Mexico,
about 7,000 B.P.
On the foundation of these agricultural creations, the
indigenous people of the Americas created a whole series
of high civilizations, such as those of the Olmec in
Mesoamerica (1500- 500 B.C.), the Mound Builders of
eastern North America (1000 B.C.- 1500 A.D.), the Mayan
Empire of Mesoamerica (300- 900 A.D.), the Cliff Dwellers
of the southwest United States (700 - 1300 A.D.), and the
Aztecs of Mexico and the Incas of South America,
flourishing until the their fateful encounter with the
Spanish conquistadors.
Once we have become aware of the sophistication of
these civilizations, their impressive artistic and architectural
accomplishments, their technological creativity and their
vast trading networks, it is hard to think of this as a "New
World." Since my own sense of history has been largely
shaped from the biblical tradition, it helps me to place
Abraham and Sarah, the founding parents of that tradition,
into this chronology. They walk onto the stage of history
about 23,000 years after the people of Old Crow Flats, that
is, a mere 4,000 years ago. It is in this realization that a few
years ago I opened a series of talks at Holden Village (a
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Lutheran retreat center in the Washington Cascades) with
the title, "Before Abraham Was, They Were Praying in
America." Indeed, it is hard to speak of it any longer as the
"New World."
INDIAN GIFTS AND INDIAN RooTS
Professor Jack Weatherford, anthropologist from
Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota, delivered a
lecture to our campus community last September. It was
the keynote of a year-long Quincentennial series of
programs called, "Rediscovering America." His remarks
spotlighted the impressive accomplishments of the preColombian cultures of the Americas and the effects which
those accomplishments had on Europe and the rest of the
world. He began with the story of how a lowly root, the
potato, literally changed the world. And where was that
potato first discovered and its varieties developed? Neither
in Ireland nor in Idaho, but high in the Andes mountains
of Peru. The Spanish conquistadors quickly recognized its
value and took it back to be cultivated in Europe, where it
soon became a major factor in defeating the cycle of
famines that had periodically weakened and decimated the
population. From there it was taken far and wide and
began to be cultivated almost everywhere in the world,
making an enormous contribution to the health and
cuisine of innumerable countries. It might even be said
that Russia could never have risen to a position of power in
the world without the lowly potato. What made its
influence so wide spread was the fact that the potato had
been cultivated by the Native Americans in varieties that
could be grown in almost every climate.
In his lecture, Weatherford also told the story of the
Native American discovery of maize (corn) in Mexico.
When Columbus and his men first landed, their European
eyes fell for the first time on this miraculous crop. Before
many decades had passed, this golden grain had become
more precious to Europe, Africa and many other parts of
the world than all the shiploads of gold and silver that were
taken from America. Since 5,000 B.C., the natives of the
hemisphere had been developing endless varieties of corn
and inventing a million ways to prepare it. It was the
foundation upon which the great civilizations were built.
But, equally fascinating is Weatherford's account of the way
corn, potatoes, tomatoes, chili peppers, beans, squash and
many other foods became Native American gifts to the
whole world, gifts that radically changed the way people
lived and ate. Sixty per cent of the variety of crops grown
around the world originated in the Americas, he tells us.
What Jack Weatherford shared with us in that brief
lecture was but a sampling of the things which he brought
together in his research for his 1988 award winning book,
Indian Givers. As we dined together before his lecture, he
told us how he got involved in this whole project. While
doing his dissertation research in Germany, he accidentally
stumbled onto the fact that the potato and other American
foods had changed the life expectancy and the whole
quality of life in the village of Kahl, nea·r Frankfurt.
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Surprised to discover that foods which had originated in
America had been so influential, he returned home,
hoping to read the book about the influence of Indians on
the world. But the book wasn't there. Weatherford says,
"When I couldn't find the book, I wrote the book."
At the time of the Spanish arrival in the Americas,
malaria was one of the major killer diseases in Europe. It
killed two million people around the world every year and
infected many million more. Because of malaria,
Europeans could make brief visits to tropical places, but
they could never live there. But the Quechua-speaking
Incas of the Andes had a miraculous bark which they used
to cure all sorts of fevers. It was quinine, the "bark of bark."
As soon as the Indians shared it with the Spanish, says
Weatherford, its miraculous benefits were recognized, and
it was taken in large quantities to Europe. The availability
of this new medicine soon enabled Europeans to settle
wherever in the world they wanted to settle. It was quinine
that made European colonization possible all around the
globe. Weatherford also shows that it was only because of
quinine that the Virginia colony could be settled, since
malaria had become such a terrible killer in that region.
Records of the Governor of Virginia show that in 1671 one
colonist in every five died of malaria within the first year.
Mter the acquisition of quinine, no one died of malaria
(1771-78).
Indian Givers explores much more than the gifts of
foods and medicines, important as those were. Among the
many other topics discussed, it shows how the silver of the
Andes made possible a worldwide capitalism, how
American varieties of cotton and rubber changed the way
people dressed and lived and how Native American
concepts of personal freedom and egalitarianism affected
the world of political discourse. Though he does not shy
away from discussing the more treacherous actions of the
conquerors, Weatherford's project is a positive one
throughout: to show how the Indians of America
transformed the world.
In October 1991, Crown Publishers released
Weatherford's sequel to Indian Givers. The new release was
titled, Native Roots: How the Indians Enriched America. While
in his first volume Weatherford had spotlighted the gifts of
the Indians to the whole world, in this volume he shifts
attention to the contributions which native cultures made
to the development of today's American culture. He shows
how the civilization of the Europeans was, in fact, grafted
onto the "Native Roots." Everywhere Weatherford probes,
he fmds that contemporary American culture is not simply
a transplant of European culture; it is instead the product
of the incorporation of native wisdom, native techniques,
native products, native art, native languages and much
more. In a chapter on "The Americanization of the English
Language," Weatherford shows how the English of the
Americas absorbed thousands of words, names and
concepts from the languages of the Native Americans.
These and many other Indian things have simply become a
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part of American life, though they are rarely recognized as
such.
Weatherford's two books should be required reading
in every high school and college in the United States. What
he has pulled together could make an enormous
contribution to our effort to come closer to a genuine
discovery of the America that was here before Columbus.
His research is extensive, his interpretations very plausible
and his presentation engaging throughout. After our
dinner and before his lecture on our campus, he informed
us that his work in these two books is the subject of a sevenpart PBS documentary, being produced entirely by Native
American filmmakers, to be aired in 1994. After getting
acquainted with the man and his work, I can't wait for this
new series.
WHAT TO DO WITH COLUMBUS

While Native American gifts to contemporary
American culture and their gifts to the world deserve a
good share of the spotlight, it is still the Quincentennial of
the Columbus landing, and we are faced with the question
of what to do with Columbus. That promises to be an
increasingly tricky challenge for those committees
planning the special events, whether at international,
national or local levels. The Native American community
watches closely, as America and the other countries
approach October 12. It should not surprise us that, when
they look out from the shore, they do not see those three
little beat-up Spanish ships as bearers of the seeds of a
superior civilization and a purer spirituality. They see,
instead, the seeds of a long destructive process, one which
brought disease and destruction; one that caused
extermination and near extermination to hundreds of
indigenous ethnic groups (called "tribes" to highlight their
inferiority) and premature death to tens of millions of
their ancestors all over the Americas. They see the three
little ships from Spain bearing the seeds of invasion,
conquest, slavery, and total control; even more painfully,
many Native Americans see it as the beginning of a great
genocidal project, one which has, to this day, been neither
abandoned nor completed.
One thing is certain; Native Americans do not see
Columbus and his shipmates as heroes, as they have for so
long been presented to the children of our land in our
textbooks and classrooms. Thus, when we invite Native
Americans to join in celebrating the Columbus arrival, it
will seem to many of them a bit like inviting today's
descendants of the African plantation slaves to come to a
great national party to celebrate the landing of the first
slave ship from Africa.
CONQUEST OF PARADISE

There are two matters here, each needing separate
attention. One is Columbus himself, his character, his
actions, and his motives for the westward voyages. What
kind of man is he? The second matter has to do with the
cultural processes which were begun by this Columbus
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landing? What kinds of things did the conquerors do to the
conquered?
Controversy rages about these matters, particularly
the first. One of the most widely reviewed of the recent
contributions on Columbus is Kirkpatrick Sale's The
Conquest of Paradise. Here, in just short of four hundred
pages, Sale presents the portrait of a man who is hard to
admire, let alone to make into a national hero. Sale's facts
are well documented, but his interpretations sometimes
seem excessively harsh. According to many reviewers, he
leads the parade of "Columbus bashers," but he seems even
more interested in attacking what he considers to be the
degenerate world view of Europe which, having despoiled
its own continent by greed and arrogance, was now set on
doing the same to its conquered lands.
It is worth noting that Sale is not an academic
historian, but a free lance writer and scholar, the activist
founder of the environmental group known as New York
Green Party. For Kirkpatrick Sale, the problem of
European society begins with page one of Genesis, with the
command that humans should have dominion over all the
earth. From that sacred command, according to Sale,
Europe was destined to become a culture of death,
exploiting and destroying everything in its path.
Sale is a good writer, and his work is always engaging,
but if you are looking for a dispassionate and objective
study of Columbus, this is not your book. Its reviewers label
it a premier example of Columbus revisionism.
Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to turn away too soon.
The perspective which Sale brings to this study can serve as
a much needed corrective to our standard classroom
portrayal of Columbus as hero , and there are well
documented facts here that are not readily accessible in
other sources. Sale strikes me as totally honest and sincere
about his work, as I found out when once I called him
about his lecture fees. He bluntly told me that he was not
finished with this Columbus project, and that he would be
pursuing it with passion for a long time to come.
If one wishes an alternative to Sale's approach, or if
one would like to hold something in the other hand to
balance his perspectives, Samuel Eliot Morison 's Admiral of
the Ocean Sea, (first published in 1942 and recently reissued
by Little, Brown and Co.) is a good choice . Morison,
himself a seaman, unashamedly holds Columbus in
admiration as a great man of the sea. Sale is often critical of
Morison's work, but many historians give him rather good
marks for even-handedness in dealing with the less
desirable qualities of Columbus.
Even though I daily live with Luther's exhortation to
"Put the best construction on everything, " ringing in my
head, I still have not come to like Columbus very much. I
tend to lean to the evaluation of Jack Weatherford, who
says, "He represents the worst of his era. We should honor
those who rise above their times" (Newsweek, June 24, 1991,
55). Nevertheless, it seems to me that we ought to be wary
of loading onto Columbus the sins of all the Spanish and
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all the other Europeans who followed him. There is
enough blame to be shared with all the European
newcomers. It is true, of course, that Columbus set a good
many patterns, not the least of which was taking Indians
into slavery and shipping many of them back to Spain.
Sometimes he was brutal in his treatment of the indigenous
people, as he also was in dealing with the members of his
crew. Yet, it seems reasonably certain that he did not have
anything comparable to genocide in mind, as some would
charge. He wanted gold, some for himself, of course, but as
much as possible for Spain and his royal sponsors. He was a
man immersed in the Christian piety of his time. He
wanted to find enough gold to enable Spain to recapture
Jerusalem from the Turks. This, he was sure, would prepare
the way for the Second Coming of Christ. Meanwhile, he
would do his best to civilize and evangelize the natives of
the Americas. Many sins can rightly be laid upon
Columbus, but he is, like most of us, a complex mixture of
qualities and motives, sometimes worthy of admiration and
sometimes of condemnation.
VIEW FROM THE SHORE

The Native American side of the Quincentennial
story is being addressed in a vast array of scholarly and
literary journals. One of the most helpful to come to my
attention is Vzew from the Shore: American Indian Perspectives
on the Quincentenary. This special edition of the Northeast
Indian Quarterly is filled with articles and opinion pieces on
various aspects of the Quincentennial observance. The list
of contributors includes some outstanding Native
American writers, scholars, and leaders. It includes the
gentle voice of N. Scott Momaday, one of the most highly
respected Native American writers of our time. Momaday
sounds a positive note, urging that we should make the
Quincentennial a time of reeducation for all Americans,
regardless of ancestry.
John Mohawk, Seneca historian and lecturer in
American Studies at State University of New York, Buffalo,
gives us, "Discovering Columbus" (Vzew, 37). In this article,
he focuses on the story of Columbus and what has been
done with that story in the United States to make the
Columbus voyages and "discovery" a symbol of the success
of western civilization in this "New World." According to
the conventional mythology, the brave and adventurous
spirit of Columbus is the same spirit that enabled the
conquest of the western frontier and then took us to the
moon. Mohawk quickly leads us to consider what he calls
"the Doctrine of Discovery, an agreement among the
competing military states of Europe [ensuring] that
whichever of them first encountered a place, that power
had first rights to explore and colonize that place ...
whether [it] was occupied by people or not" (Vzew, 45). It
was this generally accepted European doctrine that set the
ground rules for all who came to the shores of America,
according to Mohawk. Other writers featured in Vzew from
the Shore are Suzan Shown Haijo, the national coordinator
of the 1992 Alliance, a coalition of Native groups; Tim
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Coulter, Executive Director, Indian Law Resource Center;
and Ladonna Harris, Americans for Indian Opportunity.
Their views and interpretations are well worth our
consideration, if we want to pass beyond a purely
Eurocentric perspective on the encounter of these two Old
Worlds.
Given all the editorials and book blurbs that have
crossed my desk in the last year, it seems a bit arbitrary to
set only these few before the reader. But, we must start
somewhere, and I have offered my recommendation for
these publications, because I believe they can make a major
contribution to the much needed transformation of our
national consciousness, especially in this Quincentennial
year of the Columbus landfall. It is my special hope that the
perspectives of these authors, and others like them, will
filter down through the teachers of our country and into
the minds and hearts of their students in our elementary,
secondary and college classrooms.O
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Letter from Holden:
Ina Mirror
L. DeAne Lagerquist
Holden Village is not paradise.
We did drive through Paradise,
Montana as our route from Minnesota
dropped south from Glacier National
Park. Passing through that tiny town,
even at highway speed, I noted some
similarities to Holden: first, the
Montana settlement is not much larger
than a village; second, it is located in a
long valley, enclosed by steep
mountain slopes with its river running
nearby. Access to Holden Village is
inconvenient enough that some folks
might expect to find St. Peter waiting
when they finish the three hour boat
trip up Lake Chelan and the forty-five
minute drive up switch backs in a
retired school bus. But before sighting
the Village itself, a bus rider who is
attentive will see the huge tailings
piles, remnants of the Howe Sound
copper mining operation. This

L. DeAne Lagerquist teaches church histury
in the Department of Religion at St. Olaf
College, and spends summers in Holden
Village. Her latest book, In America the
Men Milk the Cows, has recently been
published by Carlson Press.
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humanly constructed desert is a silent bland, too easy. Of course we know
but dramatic sign that Holden Village what it is about. Two meanings spring
is not paradise. Its existence is built on
quickly, dictionary-like to mind. I)
three decades of mining and the mine According to Genesis 1, the Priestly
closure, not in cosmic response to account of creation, humanity was
God's imperative word. Nonetheless,
made by God's command, in God's
Holden Village is not the reverse of image; 2) Despite the prohibition
paradise either. Its small human
against graven images, throughout the
community and its isolated location on
scriptural witness and Christian
the edge of a wilderness area combine
tradition we encounter a chaotic array
to produce "a place apart," as early of images for God from potter to rock,
publicity material claimed.
from king to servant, from silent
Although my weeks in the Village
stillness to rustling wind, from infant
coincide with ordinary time in the
son to maternal eagle. But an image is
church's calendar, they are distinctly not a dictionary definition. And as the
unlike my ordinary, usual life the summer passes what becomes obvious
other months of the year. Of course is that "In the Image of God" is neither
there are characteristic Holden foods:
easy nor bland. In the midst of the
lentil loaf, aggkaka, trout for breakfast,
reflections on humanity, nature, and
and solidarity dinners of rice or bread.
God that I am propelled into by this
And there is the din of over two place, the familiar phrase is a powerful
hundred people, some of them
compass directing my exploration,
children, sharing the meal. There is finally pointing toward the magnetic
dish team; there are water saving center of the cosmos.
measures and fire alarms. But these
If image is not definition, what is
are relatively superficial changes. More it? Recourse to a dictionary yields an
significant is the opportunity, even in
explanation from physics. An image is
the midst of busy days, to meditate
"the optical counterpart" of an object
upon the one who made both the
or a person that appears through use
community and its setting. The
of a lens or a mirror. The image of a
community's discipline (morning
thing is not the thing itself but "the
matins, teaching sessions, and vespers)
geometrical figure made up of the foci
and the discipline of living with a
corresponding to the points of the
smallish group of people in the midst object." A lens, mirror, or other optical
of a larger, ever changing one both system allows us to see an image like
give occasions for and make necessary the object, but not the object. We
frequent reflection. Similarly,
recognize the image on the basis of its
proximity to both the delicate beauty correspondence to the points of the
of a wild rose and the dramatic power object. Or more truthfully we learn to
of Ten Mile Falls calls for
recognize the object in its image. A
contemplation.
child does not immediately know its
"In the Image of God," last own reflection in a mirror. Even as
summer ' s theme, focuses these
adults we are often taken aback by our
disparate thoughts and conversations.
appearance in a photograph. Along
At first the theme seems obvious, so with the correspondence ·there is also
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distortion. The experience is more
vivid in a funhouse mirror, designed to
distort, or in the polished base of a
brass lamp where I watched my face
grow long and then shrink when as a
small child I moved closer and then
away from the base.
An image is not a definition, it is
a representation, a likeness that allows
us to see with our eyes something no
longer or never present before us.
When the image is a solid sculpture, a
flat painting, or a moving video tape
the eye and ear are assisted by the
imagination. Language projects the
image on the mind's eye and recalls
what was once known or presents what
the eye has not yet seen. But, as in
physics, so too in literature, art,
theology, the image only corresponds
to points of what it represents.
Between the points there is space for
distortion or disorientation, even for
concealment. An image is a
representation revealing its object by
likeness and veiling it by unlikeness.
Images of God, images for God,
whether in works or in solid forms of
people or piles of stone show us
something about God. All around me
at Holden Village the creation reveals
its maker. Natural power that pulls a
cedar up by its ancient roots also
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plants a seedling in the decaying
trunk. Knowing from the scripture that
God brings good from evil, life from
death, I am not surprised. Rather I
recognize in the image a likeness of
the familiar. Masses of purple lupine
punctuated by dashes of red
paintbrush confirm the beauty of the
extravagant creator who clothes the
lilies, confirms it perhaps too easily.
Above the color juts a mountain of
alluring beauty and power. Even I who
yearn for the horizontal vastness of a
prairie horizon am drawn by the
mountain's rugged ascent toward the
sky. Lulled by generosity, by gushing
waterfalls we are stunned when the
unforgiving mountain takes the life of
a twenty year old hiker. What of the
mother eagle with her young? What of
God who watches out for sparrows?
This young man's body was alone
on a ledge for seven mornings and
evenings and then for three more. His
death disorients the Village. No more
than we know why he climbed alone
can we know why the holy shepherd
allowed this single lamb to fall. There
is no satisfying answer to our question:
why? Instead we tum from theodicy to
epiphany. Gail Ramshaw writes that
God of the mountain without God of
the volcano is mush; the volcano is

beyond our power, beyond our
control, perhaps even beyond our
imagining. I do not know why Herman
fell. I do know that his death raises a
reminder, not that God is cruel or
absent, but that even the creation is a
broken, partial reflection of its maker,
hidden by nature as well as revealed in
it. Photographs and paintings of Mt.
Bonanza now stand guard, lest I
presume to equate God with this
image for the divine. In the space
between the corresponding points of
wild flower beauty and cascade power,
there is much of God that I do not
comprehend, though I am made in
the image of God.
Genesis 1 declares that we
humans are made in God's image and
likeness; and the Yahwehist of chapter
two gives more clues to the points of
similarity. Adam is made from clay and
animated by God's breath. Then Eve is
also crafted from something made by
God, Adam's rib. Do they look like
God? I think not. But it is true that
many of our images for God draw
upon what we see, upon our
immediate experience, for as Dorothy
Sayers asserted, we have "no other
yardstick." An image depends upon
the known to direct us toward a
revealing of the unknown. That we
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humans are made in God's image tells
us something about God and
something about ourselves but not
everything about either. Between the
points oflikeness are vast spaces.
Sayers suggested further that
since the primary characteristic of God
in Genesis I is the ability to create, to
be made in that image is to be creative,
imaginative, makers. Others look to
the later command to have dominion
as the key to similarity between creator
and creature. Or to rationality, or to
consciousness. I find Sayers' view
appealing, especially her emphasis on
human imaginative capacity. Without
imagination we would know nothing
of yesterday, for memory is a sort of
imagination recalling what was;
without imagination we would know
nothing of tomorrow, for hope is a
sort of imaginating anticipating what
might be. Faith requires imagination
even as imagination reveals the
necessity of faith by showing us our
limits; we lack the power and will to
move beyond the good that is or to
escape the evil. Imagining motivates
response to God, both fear and
gratitude. Although with the psalmist
we may see the trees clapping their
hands in praise of God, we know that
cedars and alders neither have hands
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nor clap. But we do both; we have
hands and we clap them conscious of
our closeness to and our distance from
God.
That human beings are made in
the image of God may have less to do
with endowments such as intellect,
consciousness, and imagination and all
to do with the relationships formed by
the divine making. The creation
stories are images of this truth
reflected in the mirror of myth. The
first account is much concerned with
things made according to their kind,
separated in the act of creation but
linked in the story. All this God
pronounced good. In Genesis two we
read that the creator linked up to the
earth by making the first of our kind,
Adam the earthling, from it. The
search for a suitable companion,
finally made from Adam, distinguishes
humanity from the rest of creation
without negating the connection.
Further, it shows the human need for
sociability, the fact that one cannot be
human alone. The image o God in
humanity is a triangular relationality to
creator, to her human creatures, and
to the rest of creation. In each we see
reflections of God, imperfect images.
Love of neighbor and love of
the beauty of the world-Simone Wei

identified these as immediate objects
for the implicit love of God which is
our ultimate end. In so doing she did
not collapse either the neighbor or the
world into God or into self; the
distinctions between the three--God,
human and world-are crucial to the
relationships between them. An image
is made of points of correspondence
surrounded by spaces of difference;
the thing itself is not its image. And yet
Weil observes that when human beings
restrain the power that would allow
the stronger to overcome the other
and treat that other, creature or
creation, as equal, we act our
relationships with inseparable
generosity and compassion. "Both,"
she continues, "have their model in
God, that is to say, in creation and in
the Passion."
God's generous,
compassionate attention to us evokes
pure gratitude which accepts that we
are in God's image but not God, and
recognizes that God is not compelled
to love us and yet does.
One of the impediments to
recognizing the image of God that is
in us is that we have not seen God. I
am able to recognize each of my
brothers in photographs and to see
their features in mjne because I know
them-face to face. God we know only
from a distance, through imperfect
representation, then vividly through
the more exact image, incarnation. A
third meaning for the familiar phrase
in which Christ is the image of the
invisible God. Here is the magnetic
center drawing all of creation
together. The stereoscope of old
fashioned parlors and modern aerial
photography give the illusion of threedimensional relief to flat images; even
more does Jesus' self-emptying
appearance on earth animate our
images for God. Now the most holy
One reaches across distortions and
space to heal us, the broken images.
Once made from clay, our eyes are
opened when Jesus anoints them with
clay.
We come to see that God, the
source of our life and of our triangular
connections, is a strong triunity of
relationality. If we forget this and look
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only to a single aspect of the whole our
view of God becomes flat. Every image
corresponds only at a few points so
others are needed to fill in the spaces
and correct the distortions. The
distant God of the volcano is the same
holy shepherd searching for one lost
lamb and the eagle bearing up the
young under her wings. Not only were
we once created good, but now we are
healed and nourished. So too the rest
of creation, though we have thought
less about the redemption of creation
that about our own. Like Mt. Bonanza
(misnamed
by
a
forgotten
cartographer's transposition) the
trinity draws us back to divine mystery,
lest we become lost in too easy images.
And God's en-fleshment brings a
fourth meaning: to be in the image of
God is to imitate Christ. Recalling what
was, we hope with faith for what is to
be, a renewal of the triangle of
relationships,
more
perfectly
representing God who is their source.
Once made in the image of the
creator, now we are remade in the
image of Christ. Watching the snowmelt cascade down the mountain into
the creek and there relentlessly carve
into the earth, undermining giant
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trees, sculpting stones, I am reminded
that God is powerful and persistent in
this work of re-creating. Reconciling
the image to its object is not an easy
task. Learning to be a "little Christ" to
neighbor and to the world is a daily
discipline carried out in every ordinary
place. It is accepting our real
connections to creator, creation, and
creatures, relinquishing false claims.
Again Weil:
To give up our imaginary
position as the center, to renounce it,
not only intellectually but in the
imaginative part of our souls, that
means to awaken to what is real and
eternal, to see the true light and hear
the true silence.
.It is a
transformation analogous to that
which takes place in the dusk of
evening on a road, where we suddenly
discern as a tree what we had first seen
as a stooping man; or where we
suddenly recognize as a rustling of
leaves what we thought at first was
whispering voices. We see the same
colors; we hear the same sounds, but
not in the same way."
Love of religious ceremonies is
Weil 's third immediate object for
implicit love of God. Worship brings

the image of God called "humans" into
concentrated contact with images for
God in order that our seeing will be
transformed and we will recognize
God in one another, in the world, and
in the word and sacrament. At Holden,
surrounded by God's creation, in the
company of God's people, we gather
in the evening to worship. Often we
begin in silence before the power and
beauty of the triune mystery. Some
evenings we join the trees, clapping
our hands in gratitude. Weekly we eat
and drink God made real to us in the
fruits of the earth. We embrace one
another in God's own peace,
anticipating what will be. Nonetheless,
Holden Village is only a wavering
image. Like the weak radio signal that
barely penetrates into this place apart,
Holden Village projects a message. I
hear the message clearly when we join
the Christians of the Mother Thunder
Mission and begin our prayer, "Holy
One, our only home." No place is
paradise except where we will finally
see God, not in a mirror dimly, but
face to face. 0
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Why is this woman
smiling?
Maureen Jais-Mick
By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat and
wept, when we remembered Zion . . . For
there, they that had carried us away asked
songs of us, and they that tormented us,
gladness. Sing to us from the canticles
of Zion! How shall we sing the song of the
Lord in a strange land7 (Psalm 137)

America, country of immigrants,
leader in the technology of
communications, is the quintessential
"strange land." Every people finds its
way here- voluntarily or not-making
it a fabulous place. We have access to
almost every culture in the world. We
Maureen Jais-Mick is Director of the
Professional Relations Committee of the
American Guild of Organists. For thirteen
years she was Organist-Choirmaster at
Christ Lutheran Church in Washington,
D. C., and also served as Director of the
Music & Liturgical Arts Committee of the
Washington, D. C. Synod of the ELCA, and
founding Secretary-Treasurer of the
Association of Lutheran Church
Musicians. In 1990, she decided to
establish a primary career outside of church
music, and is now employed by two
international companies in Washington,
D.C.
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can purchase recordings of Black
gospel music, enjoy concerts by Thai
artists playing traditional instruments,
watch TV programs about Central
American refugees, visit museum
exhibits of Chinese porcelains, view
Slavic films, eat Ethiopian cuisine and
read Native American legends in
translation. We can dabble in different
cultures without becoming involved
with their people. We don't have to
react to them. We don't have to care
about them. And here's the best part:
We don't have to change. That's
entertainment. But that's not church
musiC.
For many years I worked as a
musician in a Lutheran parish in
Washington, D.C., one situated in a
diverse neighborhood-initially full of
black folk and a smattering of Anglos,
later with growing Hispanic and Asian
populations. There are at least three
Buddhist viharas within two blocks,
traditional churches, storefront
churches, and house churches of every
denomination and worship style within
walking distance, plus the people to fill
them-the whole world within a few
square miles.
A professional with conservatory
degrees, I began by knowing little
about the people surrounding my
church. It would be hindsight-chic for
me to bash my professors for their
cultural short-sightedness and
narrowness of scope. Instead, I am
beholden to them. Knowing they
couldn't teach me everything, they
taught me how to track down
information-how to research-so
when I became interested in my
neighbors, I was prepared to begin

educating myself. What I wasn't
prepared to do, what I hadn't planned
on doing, and what I didn't realize was
a multi-cultural prerequisite, was
personal change.
I am a racist. Racism is in the air
I breathe. It probably comes close to
being genetic in America. It's like
alcoholism-one is always recovering
from it but never completely cured.
Here in Washington, D.C. (which
foreign journalists call "the
Johannesburg of the United States"},
the majority of the population is
African-American, but the majority
culture is not. It is only since moving
here that I have considered what
"culture" really is. It's not just what
develops naturally over time when
people live together. Culture can be
intentional and imposed from above.
It can be political. Culture is also
power. If you belong to the majority
culture, few doors are closed to you. If
you were born into one of the minority
cultures, you learn to flash a friendly,
"I'm-no-threat" smile-the kind that
Anglos use on vacation in countries
whose languages they do not speak.
This smile is alive and well in your
nation's capital.
Anyone acquainted with media
has experienced culture's power in
shaping perceptions. For me, reading
the Washington Afro-American is like
reading Germany's Die Zeit. The
accounts of and reactions to news
events are often so different from
those in The Washington Post, the
largest Washington newspaper, that I
can't believe the two are covering the
same event. In one account the person
under arrest is a victim, while in the
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other she's a perpetrator. More
unnerving still, I wonder, "Whose
coverage is more accurate? Am I living
in Johannesburg and too smugly
ignorant to realize it?"
For a variety of reasons--among
them declining memberships and
heightened social consciencesmainline denominations have
determined that they must welcome all
people-they
must
become
multicultural-to truly live out the
gospel. To this end, they have
broadened hymnal content, formed
commissions and produced resources
for the parish. What they cannot do is
change their members. And I am
increasingly convinced that personal
change is the only foundation of a
multicultural church.
Mark Bangert has said that the
true aim of multicultural church music
is to "meet the singer, not the song."
Bless you, Mark, for clarifying ten years
of struggle in a single statement. I had
realized early on that singing a hymn
in Spanish didn't make a congregation
more concerned about Salvadoran
refugees, Mexican farm workers or
their own Chicana cleaning woman.
Many Anglos genuinely enjoy spirituals
and gospel music, but wouldn't
necessarily welcome a lot of Black folk
suddenly
moving
in to
the
neighborhood-even if they sang
"Deep River" while unloading the vans.
Screaming our admiration for Motown
groups on American Bandstand didn't
make my contemporaries and me any
more diverse in our choice of close
friends. We didn't want the singerswe wanted the songs--something with
a beat that we could dance to. The
singers were a means, not an end.
Most of the time, I conclude that
we are doomed to never be the
church-the one that doesn't notice
skin tint, language, disability, gender
or sexual preference. The church that
first sees Christ in each person may
only be the Church Triumphant. But
in my more optimistic moments, I still
believe that religion has a redemptive
role in contemporary culture.
Through the commercial arts I meet
the song. But the church encourages
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me to meet the singer. And when I've
met the singer, I begin to change.
When I know her, her stories, her
dreams, her family and her music, I
want to change my portion of the
world so that she is welcome in it
This all sounds lovely and
touching-like a greeting card with a
fuzzy kitten on the cover. But making
these changes leaves one peculiarly
out of step with one's own culture.
Upsetting the ecology of racism in
even a small way disrupts the whole
ecosystem over time, because when
you discard certain stereotypes, you
also discard a shared vocabulary and
attitudes. Your responses are now
slightly out of sync and you're
uncomfortable with the majority
culture in some basic areas.
The personal change required
also con tributes to my pessimism
about ever having a church actually
comprised of multicultural parishes.
Even in Washington, D.C., a diverse
city on the verge of exploding, we
don't feel the need for radical
personal change. Government
programs are based on changing other
people, but never those enacting
them. People don't opt for change
until they hit the proverbial rock
bottom-then they finally join A.A. ,
seek counseling, or decide to turn
themselves inside out. Then they're
ready for Advent. As I've sung every
Advent but never taken to heart:
Straight shaU be what long was crooked,
And the rougher places plain!
Let your hearts be true and humble,
As befus his holy reign!

We're nowhere near ready for
Advent yet. Where would we be
without the downtrodden? Who else
would work for low wages and keep
consumer goods affordable? We need
people whose English isn't very good
to clean our offices and churches for
five dollars an hour. Unfortunately,
buying Latino CDs and distributing
Songs of the People isn't going to put us
in solidarity with them. Only knowing
them will do that. If the church insists
on constant opportunities for its

members to meet the singers of the
world's songs we may someday be
ready to face Advent. We may decide
to change because it is essential to
people about whom we care that we do
so.
Personally, I never underrate the
Smile. That's what I rely on in the
midst of a different culture. There I
am-dependent on the patience of
others to welcome, explain and
demonstrate. I'm not fluent in the
language; I don't understand the
customs; I dress differently. I can't
even sway in the right direction during
the music. I'm in a strange landnervous, afraid of giving offense, and
smiling for all I'm worth.
But where is it written that
worship is supposed
to be
comfortable? And who said that
church music is supposed to be easy?
It's okay to struggle to express the
Gospel, to touch and engage the
worshippers, and to realize the
liturgy's potential to be welcoming to
all. To achieve all this with style,
excitement, and imagination is just
plain hard work. I understand why
some choose not to stretch beyond
their own traditions or education. Rare
is the congregation that would deny its
musicians and pastors a raise or
complain because Sunday worship is
too comfortable.
My role models are the apostles.
Twelve apparently regular guys who,
whenever they got comfortable,
suddenly found themselves in boats
during squalls, on mountaintops with
unruly crowds, facing down hostile
authorities, associating with children
or prostitutes, and helplessly watching
the death of the only person who
made sense of it all. After the
resurrection, when they dispersed to
the ends of the earth to make disciples
of all nations, they probably smiled
until their teeth hurt.
Need someone who can preach
like Paul? Not me. Someone who can
teach like Jesus? Nope. A synod
convention delegate/female who can
speak in tongues? Sorry, no. My
specialty is the smile.O
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Ethics and Community
James Davison Hunter. Culture Wars:
The Struggle to Define America. New York:
Basic Books, 1991.
Here is a most remarkable book.
It is as timely as today's headlines,
deals with controversies that are
creating a "culture war" in this
country, written by a youngish
sociologist, without professional
jargon, and, withal, extremely helpful
in helping readers get a handle on the
highly elusive issues of Campaign '92.
When it appeared last Fall, Culture
Wars quickly attracted rave reviews
(one is tempted to review the reviews)
from the likes of Andrew Greeley,
Martin E. Marty, Robert Bellah, Peter
Steinfels, Robert Coles, William
McLaughlin, and extended review
essays in The New Republic, The Nation,
and The National Review. Such a
reception is news in itself.
Just as a Kulturkampf raged
throughout the Germanic states in the
1870s, so now, starting in the 1970s, a
no-holds barred culture war rages in
the United States. This is between, no,
not "liberals" and "conservatives" as
one might expect, and as conventional
wisdom dictates, but rather, as Hunter
carefully delineates, the "orthodox"
and the "progressives" ( 48). Both
reflect "formal properties of a belief
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system or worldview" ( 48). The
orthodox are committed "to an
external, definable and transcendent
authority," while progressives share
"the tendency to resymbolize historic
faiths according to the prevailing
assumptions of contemporary life" (4445).
The fundamental assumption on
which Hunter's diagnosis and process
of amelioration rests is that this war is
religious in nature; it is fought more
within denominations than among
them; it is carried out in the streets, in
the halls of government, in the courts,
in the classrooms, in the media,
indeed in seemingly every major area
of social life. Specifically Hunter finds
the culture war being fought in five
areas which after he defmes the issues,
he sketches in detail. These include
the battles over the family, over art,
education, law, and politics. In each
case, the proponents are arguing not
just over a specific policy change or
redefinition of existing law. No, this
war is of the utmost importance (he
calls it "momentous") because the two
sides are locked in terminal conflict
over trying to define nothing less than
the meaning of America; of how and
on what terms will Americans live
together, of what comprises the good
society" (51). The author of Culture
Wars takes up the challenge of
exploring the nature, depth and

consequences of that struggle, and this
reviewer, as well as those cited earlier,
believe has met that challenge.
And Hunter has done so in a way
which at first baffled many of the
reviewers. Rather than one more
diatribe cloaked in ivory tower terms,
coming down largely if not totally on
one side, this work is excruciatingly
fair, balanced, and judicious. Himself a
neo-conservative and evangelical,
Hunter presents sharp, often biting
delineations of just how risky the
combatants have chosen to become,
what with Lambs of Christ rescues,
denunciations of opponents as
Ayatollahs, dug-in battles in areas such
as government family policy, or
support of the arts (remember
Mapplethorpe?), pitched battles over
rap lyrics, public school curricula-in
fact, the many issues on which
progressives and orthodox have
chosen to fight until they have either
established their full agenda or gone
down in proud defeat.
In other words, the culture wars
are destroying whatever was left of
older traditions of civility, reasonable
discourse, respect for the integrity of
one's
opposition,
the
Jeffersonian/Madisonian model of
democratic discourse. Now instead,
with the future of America as a symbol
for either the triumph of one or the
other alternative, the participants will
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not-cannot, by their understanding
of
the
religious
"ultimate,"
"transcendent" nature of the
struggle-find
any
kind
of
accommodation for the opposition.
One looks carefully at Hunter's
evidence for substantiation of such an
indictment, and one is impressed, and
in most cases persuaded that he has
made his case. As a historian, I long
for perhaps a few more sources,
especially on media and the arts,
where one solid, but only one source is
cited. The same is also true in the
fourth chapter, "Competing Moral
Visions." And one more caveat: as a
neo-conservative, when Hunter wants
to cite a position as definitive, his
sources
are
invariably
from
Commentary, This World, the writings of
RJ. Neuhaus, Peter Berger, or S. M.
Lipset. Not that this tips the balance of
his survey towards the orthodox, but it
shows that an author on whom
strongly committed commentators can
agree has been able to make his cases
without producing the all-too-frequent
sarcasms and condemnations from the
opposite ends of the public spectrums.
So the material Hunter covers is
not new; this is not investigative
journalism. But it is put together in a
framework which leaves the reader
nodding in agreement, finding her or
his blood pressure rising more than a
few times, but convinced that the
American public now has a very
convincing defmition of just what is at
stake.
At bottom, this reviewer concurs
in what is implicit in Hunter's
argument. After over 200 years of
"religious freedom" we no longer as a
people agree or even WANT to agree
on what that means, and what it
implies for our daily lives--in school
curricula, television programs, family
law policy, or any other of the dozens
of issues before us every day. We as a
people are unable, perhaps inevitably
so, to accept the eighteenth century
vision of a reasonable, informed public
as the final source of authority on what
must be done to keep religious
freedom and liberty alive. One
example:
until the Jehovah's
Witnesses flag salute cases in the
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1940s, the Supreme Court faced only
one major church/state case on its
agenda since 1889 (Reynolds, over
polygamy, in Utah)-only one. Now,
church/state issues clog the courts'
agendas and show every sign of
increasing in number, intensity, and
non-compromisability.
This increasing bitterness and
intractability does not mean that blood
will flow, that the nation will actually
go to physical war over these battles,
though physical violence over some of
them has already occurred as evidence
of the breakdown of civility as a virtue.
But it does mean that we need to find
new ways to restore that norm, and do
it in a manner consistent with the
world of the 1992, not the world
surrounding the Jeffersons and
Madisons at Williamsburg with their
genteel elitism. Hunter recognizes
this and again writes convincingly of
the best place, among several choices,
to start.
What has led to such intensity, he
argues, is a breakdown from the
"technology of public discourse." The
media, yes, the media, a favorite target
for all ideologues, comes in here for a
reasoned critique. Such formats as
radio talk shows, sound bites, short
and snappy editorials, and the ever
mounting flood of direct mail all work
against what is needed: :the practice
of and the occasion for reasoned and
reflective discourse. The media, with
its sleaze shows and highly effective
market targeting techniques feeds on
the spectacular, the bizarre, the nasty
stuff we have opportunity to see, and
which we seem eager to consume. The
public gets what it deserves or at least
desires, from the mass media.
What role then for the churches?
As agents of moral leadership, they
would be less than faithful to their
mission to call for compromise, a via
media, on any or all of the five issues
discussed in this work. Churches are to
profess, to instruct, to exhort, and this
reviewer would add, to remember the
phrase of Oliver Cromwell during the
Puritan reign in England, when he
said to Parliament, "I beseech you,
brethren, by the bowels of Christ, to
think on the fact that you may be

wrong." Some of that discourse is
going on now , for instance, in the
ELCA, where the reactions of every
congregation to the national
headquarter's statement on human
sexuality is being solicited. That is
something of what could be a model
for other areas of controversy.
Hunter has several more
suggestions. The first would be to take
away from the media the authority it
claims on issues, in fact, to change the
environment of public discourse.
Second, to encourage the middle
ground citizen to speak up without
fear of being called a fascist or a
pervert or whatever. Third, and to me
most impressive, is his suggestion for
organized religion to insist on "the
recognition of the 'sacred' within
different moral communities" (322).
That means to recognize that one's
own zeal may in fact be helping to
produce escalating verbal violence
from the opposition; to recognize that
honest differences can and must exist,
and will never in this lifetime be once
and for all resolved. His fourth and
final suggestion
reflects the
admonition of Cromwell given above.
Will such changes occur? Will we
see fewer negative ads by presidential
candidates than in 1988? Will the
Lambs of Christ truly become lambs?
Will Pat Buchanan be taken as a
serious candidate? Will the Magic
Johnson story turn into anything more
than a media event? Who will decide
whether Clarence Thomas or Anita
Hill told the truth? In the United
States we do not want any one
institution, organization, or individual
to settle these issues for us. The old
'marketplace of ideas' model still
holds for us as it did for the ancient
Athenians. Keeping in mind Winston
Churchill's witticism about democracy
being the worst form of government
ever created except for all the rest, we
could start with a call for civility, for
reasoned· discourse rather than media
sleaze as the means for public
discussion. We are indebted to James
D. Hunter for putting this to us so
convincingly.

Erling Jorstad
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Ricardo J. Quinones. The Changes of
Cain: Violence and the Lost Brother in
Cain/Abel Literature. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1991 .
$24.95.
The concept of brotherhood
usually includes a vision of unity ,
concord and cooperation. It is the
dr4am of the human family, the ideal
of the human heart. Yet realistically
such union is unattainable, a fiction
that is shattered by the story of the very
first brothers, Cain and Abel. The
difference, discord, and division
inherent in this Biblical tale are a far
more accurate presentation of the
human condition; there is a breach, a
fracture, which separates and
eventually brings bloodshed and brutal
murder.
Ricardo Quinones' study The
Changes of Cain, examines in detail the
use of the Cain/Abel myth throughout
literary history, delineating in great
detail the transmutations that have
occurred in this intensely symbolic
story. In fact, the book can be
considered a landmark study because
of
the thoroughness of its
examination of key texts.
Quinones begins with an
introduction that emphasizes the
"tragedy of differentiation" and the
frustration at "the arbitrariness of
preference" (9). The violence, envy,
and mystery of the tale contribute to
its appeal, asserting the antagonism
between "brothers" which intensifies,
epitomizes, and generalizes the
discord and division of all of life (1 0).
Such brother sacrifice is also echoed in
the story of Esau and Jacob, the myth
of Romulus and Remus, and the
dramatized struggle of Eteocles and
Polynieces in Antigone. Quinones also
concludes that the story also indicates
a lost portion of the self, a self that is
abandoned, sundered, and doubled, a
sacrificed other that must be gone and
yet never can be gone.
The first three chapters deal with
three roles played by the Cain figure in
early literature. He is both citizen,
monster, and sacred executioner, and
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Quinones explores each role based on
authors who promote the image.
Chapter one works through an initial
examination of the transformation of
the myth effected by Philo, in which
Cain, aspirer of possession and selfidentity, is seen as the founder of the
first city, while Abel is the stranger and
mere sojourner on earth, seeking
instead a heavenly kingdom.
Unfortunately, Cain cuts off the
possibility to attain the ideal by killing
Abel. Abel, who acts by faith, is
contrasted to Cain, who acts by reason
and knowledge.
Ambrose
and
Augustine
continue Philo's thought that
contraries cannot abide in one place.
Both idealize Abel and portray Cain as
stubborn and carnal. Augustine
continues Cain's isolation by
associating him with the Jews who
killed the innocent Christ. He also
introduces the pagan foundation
sacrifice to the myth, the idea that
violence, victimization, and guilt are
necessary in order to establish a
nation.
Quinones moves on to analyze
Cain as monster, a bloody and crafty
villain who continues to be outcast,
animalistic and criminal. In Beowulf,
for example, the villain Grendel is "of
the race of Cain" and is noted for his
destruction of the civilized society of
Hrothgar, resorting to cannibalism in
his pursuit of the fraternal feud. Here
Quinones points out the association
and connections made with Blacks and
Jews to Cain. Each racial group has in
some time and place signified
darkness, and, since virtue is light, sin
became associated with their darkness.
In the medieval English mystery plays,
this association continues, with the
portrayal of Cain's aggressiveness, a
trait that becomes more admired as
time passes. Here, too, we find
Shakespeare's Caliban, from The
Tempest, another outsider in a drama
of dispossession of brothers.
Chapter three examines Cain's
role as Sacred Executioner, yet
another strong tradition in the
portrayal of the character. Here
Quinones uses Dante's Divine Comedy
as the illustration. Dante's Cain is the

retributive victim, living in dread of
retaliation. He is terrorized, not
terrorizer. In addition, the Caina
section of The Inferno reflects the
Dantean concern about civil war, an
event that was also evident in his real
life with the political tensions between
the Guelphs and the Ghibbelenes,
another conflict resulting from a
death feud among brothers.The
foundation sacrifice which seemed
necessary for the earthly city is also
contrasted by Dante's presentation in
the Purgatorio is that the possibility of
renewed brotherhood could be
attained through Christ's redemptive
acts. Also mentioned in this chapter
are Shakespeare's historical tetralogies
about the York and Lancaster feud,
and Machiavelli's The Prince. In each,
Cain-figures are sacred executioners,
and the violence is regenerative rather
than degenerative. Cycles of repetitive
crime are thus validated by the positive
change that might result. This
regenerate Cain is the topic of Part II.
In this section, Quinones
explores the use of the myth during
the time of the Enlightenment. In
work such as Byron's Cain, the reversal
of parts and the significant changes
are amazing. Abel, once the quester,
the pilgrim longing for a heavenly city,
suddenly is replaced in his role by
Cain. Abel then becomes the passive
symbol, the naive, non-active
individual. Cain, on the other hand, is
a person of strong principle who
accepts responsibility for his action
and contends that his violence is
necessary for rebirth. Byron's Cain
suggests that there are ambiguous or
extenuating circumstances that
pervade Abel's murder, and Byron also
demotes Abel's virtues.
More
importantly, Byron adds the theme of
the double or doppelganger, a
beneficient correspondent and soul
mate, a helpful part of the self who
prefigures and promises completion or
at-one-ment. Sorrow and suffering are
seen as necessary for good to emerge,
but Cain remains a wanderer between
two worlds.
In his look at later fiction,
Quinones gives detailed analyses of
Conrad's The Secret Sharer and Hesse's
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Demian from the European heritage,
while Steinbeck's East of Eden, Wouk's
The Caine Mutiny, and the film version
of Jack Shaefer's Shane represent the
New American Cain. In Part III, the
author explores how recent dramas of
envy differ in their portrayal of a
regenerate Cain. No longer seeking to
renew defective structures of authority,
characters are trapped in history.
Using as examples Melville's Billy
Budd, Shaffer's Amadeus, and Orton's
PricJc Up Your Ears, Quinones sees Cain
portrayed without a double, enjoying
no selfhood. Instead, he experiences
an inordinate desire to become or
possess another.
The Cain
characters-Claggart, Salieri, and
Halliwell-are all motivated to be like
the Abels-Billy, Mozart and Ortonand, when they fail, they contemplate
murder as an alternative. Miguel
Unamuno's Abel Sanchez is also
presented as an envious Cain myth,
reflecting the era and situation of its
composition.
Finally, in Part IV, called
"Tomorrow's Cain," Quinones
speculates on what the Cain of the
future may become. Here the reader
will find discussions of Solamon
Gessner's Der Tod Abels, Vittorio
Alfreri's Abele, Baudelaire's "Abel et
Cain," Lecontye de Lisle's "Qain,"
Dostoevsky'~ Brothers Karamazov, H.G.
Wells' Time Machine, and Alexander
Trocchi's Cain's Book. The breadth of
Quinones'
scholarship
is
unquestionable. He reads the removal
of God from 20th century fiction as a
response to a perception that the Cain
motive suggests violence against the
father figure and not against the
brother, for the sacrificed brother can
only be reborn when the unfair father
has been removed. Concluding with a
chapter entitled "Twinning the
Twain," a final section concerns
Joyce's Finnegan's Waite, Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man, and Ulysses, as
well as Michel Tournier's The Ogre and
Gemini. This section appropriately
enough explores the psychology of the
Cain myth.
Quinones' epilogue completes
his case for seeing the Cain/Abel story
as a parable for existence. Religion
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and politics, logic and emotion are
combined in paradoxical fashion.
Cain has become the new secular hero
in our literature, seeking self
knowledge, advocating valid changes
and struggling with difficult moments
of choice and decision. Quinones
concludes that especially in America
there has been "a hospitable home for
Cain and Abel" (247). America's
desire for fraternity has struggled with
its appreciation of individualism.
Moreover, its commitment to freedom
has fought with its restrictive history
and its ideal of mechanical progress
has contrasted with its humanist
values. This is a book to be read and
re-read as individuals struggle to
understand the deeply felt influence of
what John Steinbeck in Journal of a
Novel called "the greatest, perhaps the
greatest story of all-the story of good
and evil, of strength and weakness, of
love and hate, of beauty and ugliness."

Michael]. Meyer

Daniel L. Migliore. Faith Seelr.ing
Understanding: An Introduction to
Christian Theology. Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans. 1991. 311 pp.
"How shall we sing the Lord's
song in a strange land?" asks the
Psalmist in Ps. 137.
Anyone
attempting to write an introduction to
Christian theology in our time cannot
help but identify with this psalm's
despair, or note of estrangement.
Numerous trends, interests, and
movements (often strident and
vociferous) clamor for attention. The
temptation to succumb to them, at the
cost of obliterating and obfuscating
the center, is an ever-present danger.
Hence, not only is wisdom required
for the achievement of this task, but
courage. What kind of courage? One
that will stand up both to certain
politically correct groups, as well as to
acknowledge the truth and rightness
such groups champion when not
denouncing other Christians in the
name of some current fad or formula.
It is no easy task. Certainly grace and

courage are required, as well as
knowledge of and a loving
commitment to the essence of catholic
Christianity. Acknowledging these
boundaries and trying to steer such a
course is what Migliore's book is all
about.
Writes Migliore: "My purpose.. .is
to offer an introduction to Christian
theology that is both critically
respectful of the classical theological
tradition and critically open to the new
voices and emphases of recent
theology." Thus drawing upon a strong
trinitarian basis, molded by the
influence of his own Reformed
heritage, Migliore develops what he
calls a "revised trinitarian theology,"
linked to a "corresponding relational
understanding
of
creation,
redemption, and consummation,"
oriented toward a "theology of praxis."
In chapter after chapter the author
reviews the traditional positions, then
recasts them helpfully in the form of
"principles" and "models" more
adequate for our time and community.
In all of this he is enlightening,
challenging and refreshing.
Yet for traditionalists, the tone of
his book will be distracting. To the
purpose stated above, Migliore adds: "I
hope that the influence of the
liberation theologies of our timeespecially feminist, black, and Latin
American-will be evident throughout
the book." Which indeed it is! So
much so that for centrists, Migliore's
rhetoric of "praxis," "solidarity," and
"feminism" simply gets -in the way. One
would hope by now that theologians
could claim the insights of legitimate
disparate groups without having to
label
them
as
"prophetic,"
"iconoclastic," and "just," giving the
impression that such "correctives" are
to be preferred to the historical
positions and classical insights of the
Christian faith. Example: while
correctly attacking the "privatization of
sin and salvation," Migliore identifies
"much white North American
Christianity" with "a self-centered
piety" severed from the church. Thus
he concludes: "If our hope is in the
triune God, it must necessarily be a
hope not of the salvation of isolated
the Cnsset

individuals but of people in
community." For every word of truth
therein, traditionalists will hear a
cheap shot. It represents a truth
rendered in the language of political
correctness, which continues to divide
the church rather than to edify its
community and witness to the Christ
who redeems all.
So also Niebuhrians will wonder
why Migliore overlooks the truth, so
powerfully adumbrated by Niebuhr,
that acknowledges the capacity and
propensity of oppressed groups, or any
power-oriented group, to oppress in
tum. Tillichians will also hunger for a
theology of ontology that recognizes
that one's "beingness" not only
includes but also transcends the
political and social to fathom the
deepest recesses of our humanness, to
which if the church cannot speak
convincingly, then all of its rhetoric of
praxis, solidarity, and inclusiveness is
but the hollowness of a shallow
anthropology.
Still, Faith Seelting Understanding is
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a good book. An equally fitting title,
however,
might
have
been
Contemporary Theolof!J in Search of a SouL
Benjamin W. Farley

Carl Pietsch. Young Nietz.che: Becoming a
Genius. New York: Free Press, 1991.
In his Young Nietzsche: Becoming a
Genius, Carl Pietsch of Miami
University intertwines observations on
the notion of genius as it was
understood in the 19th ceo tury,
insights into the exceptional family-life
of Friedrich Nietzsche, and an
examination of the intellectual
mentors that influenced his thought
Pietsch claims that the 19th
century view of genius was one which
believed geniuses were born and not
made, and, furthermore, that the work
of the genius manifested itself as if by
magic. These views led to an essentially
ambivalent attitude toward the genius
in Nietzsche's day, one which saw the
genius as both a God-like creator and
an amoral, if not immoral, individual.
Though it sounds contradictory, it is
Pietsch's argument that Friedrich
Nietzsche worked to cultivate an image
of himself consistent with this
understanding of genius. As Pietsch
puts it, "Nietzsche's early career
reveals something about the role of
genius that is not so apparent in the
lives of other creative individuals,
namely, that it must be learned."
One might question, however,
whether the specifically 19th ceo tury
understanding of genius is the only
one applicable to the life and work of
Friedrich Nietzsche. As a philologist,
Nietzsche was no doubt aware of the
ancient Greek conception of genius as
a good or bad spirit that exerts its
influence on the individual's destiny.
Likewise, the Roman understanding of
genius as a person possessing
extraordinary power over othersmost often exercised in a political
context-must also have been among
Nietzsche's own definitions of genius.
These other definitions also

recommend themselves as vantagepoints from which to interpret
Nietzsche's ideas. For instance, the
Greek notion of genius might be used
to illuminate the Apollonian and
Dionysian tendencies posited in The
Birth of Tragedy, and the Roman idea of
genius might be used to interpret the
political ambitions, activities, and
eventual failures of Nietzsche's
troublesome prophet, Zarathustra.
The crucial psychological insight
Pietsch brings to bear upon his subject
is the idea that the death of
Nietzsche's beloved father, which
occurred when Nietzsche was only four
years old, created an exceptional need
for, and sensitivity to, intellectual
mentors. The two surrogate fathers
Pietsch treats most extensively are the
philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer
and the composer Richard Wagner.
Pietsch's
discussion
of
Schopenhauer's
influence
on
Nietzsche is extremely helpful. His
observations
on
Nietzsche's
modifications of Schopenhauer's
theory of human will, and the manner
in which Nietzshe's perspectivism is
both informed by and different from
Schopenhauer's own ideas about the
limitations of human knowledge, are
important as a context for Nietzsche's
highly
individual
and
often
idiosyncratic philosophizing. The
author's discussion of the influence of
Richard Wagner on the young
Nietzsche, focused as it is on Wagner's
megalomania rather than his musical
compositions and ideas, is less
informative. While one cannot argue
that Nietzshe's relationship to Wagner
bore resemblances to that between a
son and his father, and while Wagner's
own grandiose self-conception may
have assisted in Nietzsche's cultivation
of the role of genius for himself, the
relationship between Nietzsche and
Wagner was also one between two
musicians and composers. The
philosopher's musical compositions
and writings on music-including an
early fragment on music and words
that is critical of Wagner's music and
which predates Nietzsche's first
encounter with Wagner-show that
Nietzsche must have had significant
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differences with Wagner from the
start. Thus the eventual rift between
Wagner and Nietzsche was not only
fueled by psychological conflict, but
was inevitable from an aesthetic
perspective as well.
Pietsch's
examination
of
Nietzsche's life and work in the light
of 19th century ideas and individuals is
to be recommended. It is a readable
and provocative psychobiography, sure
to find a place among the many
studies of this enigmatic and
influential thinker.
David L Mosley

Robert S. Graetz. Montgomery: A White
Preacher's Memoir.
Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1991. 152 pp.
Jeff G. Johnson. Black Christians: The
Untold Lutheran Story. St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1991.
262 pp. $17.95.
What makes these two volumes
important is who these authors are,
what they experienced, and how they
reflect upon and assess the material
they report on and discuss. True
enough, most historical accounts of
interracial interest have precious little
to say about a Lutheran involvement in
it all and perhaps what was particularly
Lutheran has cut no significant swath
in the overall scene. But there are
items worth noting and stories to be
told. These authors have set about to
enter some of them on the record.
Knowing who Robert Graetz is
(and even those to whom he is a
stranger will get to know him in this
reading) gives a unique dimension
and perspective to his telling of the
story that has now become well
established in American history.
When he arrived in Montgomery
in 1955, the young pas tor was, of
course, well prepared for serving in a
traditional Lutheran church setting.
And even though somewhat familiar
with interracial tensions and problems
in his native Ohio, he could hardly
have been ready to be posted in a
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situation like this, where his near
neighbors were pastors by the name of
King and Abernathy, and where his
family would become close friends of
Rosa Parks, the woman whose tired
feet would not take her to the rear of
the bus.
Years and miles have separated
the Graetzes from Montgomery, but
their memories are vivid as they recall
their role as a white family committed
to faithful ministry and Christian
decency. In identifying with the
African-American community they
learned that to love is to absorb the
pains experience by the person loved.
Fright blended with courage and
a disbelief that raw hatred could
become so vicious. This awareness was
offset by the encouragement and living
support that came from fellow church
members and brave friends. In spite of
the threats and the twice-bombing of
their home, they stayed, they joined
hands in the struggle, and caught a
glimpse ofwhat Stjames meant when
he wrote to the persecuted of another
era, "Count it all joy...when you meet
various trials, for you know the testing
of your faith produces steadfastness."
The second of these volumes is
clearly the result of much scholarly
research. What is unique about Dr.
Johnson's book is again the
authenticity he brings with him to his
task of detailing reports on encounters
people of African descent have had
with Lutheranism in this country
through the years. In his examination
of such instances, back as far as the
1600s, he vividly describes the setting
for such encounters--status of slaves,
their treatment, the prevailing
customs.
But Jeff Johnson is no ordinary
historian/sociologist. With the kind of
modesty we have come to expect of
him, he does not even identity himself,
in the very limited treatment he gives
to events in which he personally was a
key figure. In only a very tangential
way does he include a line or two
about his own experience.
The author himself was a pioneer
in the "Lutheran story." He was the
first African-American student to be
graduated from Concordia Seminary

in St. Louis (1948). After a brief
period of service as parish pastor, he
became the first African-American
tenured professor at Valparaiso
University. He also has served as a
consultant to the President of the
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, and
also was one of the first vice presidents
of the Lutheran Human Relations
Association of America.
In all his experiences he not only
observed but learned to "swim" in the
kind of Lutheran setting to which he
consistently points in his book. He
shows with telling effectiveness how
the influence of the European history
of Lutheranism imposed on the
Lutheran community a unique culture
that has made the sharing of the faith
difficult, and accepting the Lutheran
invitation unbelievably burdensome
for Mrican-Americans.
For all the sorrow latent in these
pages, the courage of the faithful and
their tenacious trust in the message of
the Gospel conjures up a vision of
hope, asjohnson concludes:
"'f one takes Pentecost seriously,
its meaning is inescapable. As one goes
about the business of 'making disciples
of all nations,' the message concerning
Jesus Christ is not an ethnic ideology
nor is the church to become an ethnic
enclave."
And that, he insists, is the lesson
that the institutional church-and its
members-must learn and take
seriously.

Karl E. Lutze

Eduard Lohse, Theological Ethics of the
New Testament; English translation by
M. Eugene Boring of Theologische Ethik
des Neuen
Testaments ( 1988).
Minneapolis: Augsburg- Fortress, 1991.
236 pp, paper, $12.95.
Eduard Lohse presents here a
readable survey of New Testament
moral teachings. It is a useful book,
but a bit pedestrian. It contains a
number of valuable and insightful
observations, but it is flawed at the end
The Cresset

by a curious conclusion concerning
the nature and task of contemporary
Christian ethics.
The book begins with a very brief
account of the moral traditions of
Judaism and Hellenism. Along the way
throughout the remainder of the book
there are efforts to show how the
Christian tradition selects, orders,
reformulates, and transforms these
traditions.
The second chapter turns to the
"Christological grounding of early
Christian ethics"; separate sections
treat briefly the development of a
tradition of Jesus' words and the
notion of life "in Christ." The third
chapter deals with the ethic of Jesus,
treating briefly the notions of the
kingdom of God, repentance,
discipleship, and the love command.
Chapter four deals in one section
with the Sermon on the Mount and
then in a subsequent section-and
much too briefly-with the ethics of
the synoptic gospels.
In chapter five Lohse deals with
the early Christian tradition;
catalogues of vices and virtues are
largely taken over from the generally
accredited moral traditions of
Hellenism but given a Christological
grounding. Other traditions are
utilized in a discerning way, governed
by application of the priority of the
love commandment. Finally, Lohse
gives one example of a thorough
transformation of existing traditions by
the early Christian community, the
radical shift of understanding relations
of male and female. (In a later chapter
he indicates that this early radical shift
is qualified and compromised in some
post-Pauline churches.)
Chapter six focuses on Paul. The
eschatological and Christological
grounding of Paul's moral teachings is
noted; so is the Pauline rejection of
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both libertine and ascetic options of
the strength of his affirmation of the
resurrection of the body.
Chapters seven and eight are
instances of the organizational
difficulty of the book. Chapter seven
begins topically, dealing with political
responsibility
and
household
responsibilities, and ends by attentions
to Ephesians, Colossians, and the
Pastorals. Chapter eight first returns to
the writings of Paul, now dealing with
the issue of Paul's view of the law, and
then moves on to consider the
commandment to love in the
Johannine literature and the "royal law
of liberty" in James. It makes some
topical sense to group these together
since they all have to do with the
relation of love and law, but it makes
very little topical sense to ignore here
the positions of Matthew, Mark and
Luke. The effort to combine a topical
approach to this literature with a
chronological approach is wellintentioned but not well-executed.
Chapter nine presents brief
accounts of the ethics of I Peter,
Hebrews, and Revelation.
The
concluding
chapter
acknowledges first the diversity in early
Christian communities and in their
moral teachings, and then attempts to
summarize the unity of early Christian
ethics. It concludes with a confusing
account of the continuing task of
Christian reflection about the moral
life. On the one hand Lohse talks
about "the modeling before the world
of meaning of following Christ," and
on the other he talks about applying
the love command and the Ten
Commandments. On the one hand
most of what has has said in the book
attends to the Christological and
eschatological grounding given moral
reflection in particular communities
and tradition, and on the other at the

end of the book he would test
everything by "the common human
sense of rational judgment" and "selfevident" morality. It is little wonder
that at the end of the book Christian
ethics may seem largely reduced to
"the one fundamental commandment
of love," a "deepening" of universal
moral experience, and that love itself
seems not to require a description in
terms of the story of Christian
proclamation but only to require a
general notion of beneficence.
The book is better and more
useful than the last part of the last
chapter would suggest. It may be
commended as a brief summary of the
moral theology of the New Testament,
but if one is looking for advice about
the appropriation of these ancient
texts for contemporary moral
theology, one will be disappointed
here.
Allen Verhey
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Edward Byrne teaches in the
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journals, including American Poetry
Review, The American Scholar, Missouri
Review and Xavier Review.
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0 In the coming academic year, The Cresset will feature issues focusing on family and
children, Martin Luther King, Jr. and the churches, and the work of writers and artists under
thirty. The editor welcomes inquiries about submissions for publication.
0 Readers who have been interested in the work of the Cresset Colloquium during the
past two years will want to know that this year's group has been discussing books by two
contemporary philosophers, Transforming Knowledge, by Elizabeth Kamarck Minnich, and
Love's Knowledge, by Martha Nussbaum. The Colloquium '92 consists of Professors Randa
Duvick (French), William Eifrig (Music) JoEllen McGuigan (Law), Mark Schwehn (Dean,
Christ College) andJohn Ruff (English). The results of their discussion will be published in
the issues of October and November, 1992.
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hy not consider giving a gift subscription to a friend, colleague, or
graduate? At only $8.50 for nine issues The Cresset is-dare we say
it-a good deal.
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Your Handwriting

Your handwriting-so round and beautifulhas spangled every page of my memory
with a gold and silver mist.
The letters have all but dissolved
and only little phrases condense
like sudden vapors now and then
to sweeten and sting my solitude
where the silence waits
like a row of rooftop statues locked
in dense, everlasting twilight.
The dusk will only deepen now, Palmetto.
The dead leaves will keep drifting
into screens of smoke-the door will open
and the mouse will streak across the floor.
But never will you wake to see
that ghostly dazzle of Pen elopes
blindly gather in a circle
to unweave their final shroudsnever will your bold hand lift
to trace the anxious flight of starlings
whose wings flutter against the sky
like cruel words brushed in ink
on love's dry, glowing parchment.

Rita Signorelli-Pappas

